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M JR

Note from the Editor
M JR READERS
w orked on a college news
p a p e r? W h at are yo u r
memories o f that experience? Fun?
T ears? Sw eat? N a u se a ? P ro b ab ly
a ll o f the a b o v e . T h e M o n ta n a
K aim in o f T h e U n iv e r s ity o f
M o n ta n a d o u b tle ss ev ok es all o f
the above feelings — and more —
am on g its form er staffers. In this
issue o f the M JR , M a tt O chsner,
Kaimin editor for 1 9 9 7 -9 8 , tak es
us on a to u r o f the n e w sp a p e r’s
provocative past.
If you needed a reminder o f how
short M on tan a’s past is — at least
a s fa r a s the w h ite m an is c o n 
c e rn e d — h e r e ’s a s h o c k e r :
M o n t a n a ’s fir s t n e w sp a p e r, the
M ontana Post, w as p u b 
lish ed less th an 3 4 y ears
b efo re the Kaimin ro lled
o ff the presses. And Ruth
M ath er’s article ab ou t the
P o st's fa m o u s e d ito r ,
T h o m as Jo sia h D im sdale,
will com e as a shock too: she rings
him up as a closet Vigilante.
D ecep tio n , o f co u rse, can tak e
m any fo rm s, as jo u rn alism ethics
professor Deni Elliott notes in her
p iece, p egged to the re c e n t F o o d
Lion case, in which A BC w as held
liab le fo r fra u d in its P rim eT im e
Live report on the giant superm ar
ket chain. D eception , she say s, is
ju stifia b le un der lim ited circ u m 
stan ces, but on the w hole, decep
tive n ew sgath erin g techn iques do
more harm than good.
F orm er
C o n gressm an
P at
W illiam s w arn s us o f a d ifferen t
evil: th at p o sed by p ro fit-h u n gry
m edia co n glo m erates. But ju st to
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss26/1
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H

OW M A N Y

rem ind us th at the bean-counters
haven’t beaten us all dow n, G ary
M o s e m a n , m a n a g in g e d it o r o f
G a n n e t t ’s G reat F alls T ribun e ,
g iv es us the s c o o p on a c c e ss to
juvenile proceedings in the state.
C a r o l V an V a lk e n b u rg , w h o ’s
been on sa b b a tic a l research in g a
fo llo w -u p to her ac c la im e d “ An
Alien Place: Fort M isso u la ,” gives
us an intriguing look into the POW
cam p. W illiam M arcu s details the
b irth o f K U F M -T V , n ow b r o a d 
casting from M t. Dean Stone. The
first dean o f the J-S ch o o l, Arthur
Stone, w ould not have understood
the w o rld o f o n lin e m e d ia ; nor,
indeed do many o f today's editors.
But Kyle W ood, a 1996 graduate of
th e U M J - S c h o o l n o w
e m p lo y e d by M S N B C ,
o ffe rs keen in sigh t into
this intriguing new m edi
um.
A reco rd n u m ber o f
articles w ere w ritten by
students. Yukari U su d a’s
sensitive photos reveal the soul o f a
G u a te m a la n v illa g e. D an N a ile n
recalls his first tour o f the biennial
bom bast, know n as the legislative
session. Bill Platt profiles a revolu
tion ary docu m en tarian for w hom
the e c o -p e n d u lu m d e s c r ib e d by
M arc Peruzzi has no m eaning. Kim
S k o r n o g o s k i d e s c r ib e s w hy th e
n ation ’s fourth-largest state is too
sm all for its journalism graduates.
Jo h n L au n d o n and L isa K ersch er
ta k e on a m u ch -lo v e d M is s o u la
in stitu tio n an d T a ra T u rk in g to n
critiq u e s n e w sp ap e r c o v e ra g e o f
h er n a tiv e S o u th A f r i c a ’s f ir s t
dem ocratic elections. Enjoy!
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journalists' con games can backfire
Deceptive newsgathering
techniques cause more
harm than good to society
By D e n i E l l i o t t

TRUCKING FIRM IN MAINE SEEKS DAMAGES AGAINST

A

the NBC news magazine, Dateline, for misrepre

erroneously believe that the
intended story will be a flat
tering one to the elaborate
ducers gained access and cooperation by telling the firm
illusion of the journalistic
that this was to be a positive segment on the life o f longmole in corporations and
convalescent homes, decep
tive gathering techniques
cause
more
harm
than good to the profes
distance truckers. The firm was horrified
sion
of
journalism
and to society as a
to find itself the subject of a story on the
whole.
dangers truckers pose by using drugs and
driving when tired.
A North Carolina jury awarded Food
onsumer Gut Not a Good Measure
Lion $5.5 million in punitive damages for
the ABC Prime Time Live story that had
First, it is important to note that the
reporters going undercover with faked fact that citizens are uncomfortable with
resumes and hidden cameras to illustrate deceptive practices is irrelevant to deter
how store employees doctored outdated, mining the ethics of this or any other jour
spoiled food and placed it back out on the nalistic practice. What makes deceptive
newsgathering wrong is not that it is a
shelves to sell.
Two celebrated 1991 U.S. Supreme public relations problem.
Audiences get queasy about a variety of
Court cases, Cohen vs. Cowles Media and
Masson vs. New Yorker raised claims of journalistic practices. Some of those prac
misrepresentation. In Cohen, the Court tices, such as displaying the shock and
ruled that reporter’s promises made to a grief of a mother informed in public of her
source might constitute a legal contract; in daughter’s death, are wrong as well as gutM asson, the Court ruled that altered wrenching. Other practices, such as dis
D eni E lliott is
playing the body of an American soldier
quotes can constitute libel.
director of UM ’s
dragged through streets of a foreign city,
The
journalistic
practice
of
producing
a
Practical Ethics
story through sorcery is under new scruti are equally gut-wrenching, but justifiable
Center and a
ny. While journalists are expressing con because they are depictions that American
philosophy
cern that legal limitations will chill news citizens need to see and understand. This
professor at The
gathering practices, it is important to con is a result of the U.S. government doing its
University of
Montana.
sider the ethical implications of deceptive people’s business and it is the responsibili
newsgathering techniques. Here I argue ty of citizens to know what their govern
that trickery, slight of hand, and misrepre ment is doing.
The special role of the news media is to
sentation are tools for the magician, not
for the journalist. From the passive prac fill in the information gap between the
tice of a journalist allowing a source to people and their government. Telling citiPublished by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
5
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zens the kind of information that they
need to have to govern themselves is the
social function of journalism. When jour
nalists are fulfilling their social function,
they have a powerful tool for justifying
actions that we might otherwise call
unethical.
It is not true that any means justifies
that important ends, but the more closely
a store conforms to telling citizens what
they need to know for self-governance, the
more easily unusual action can be justified.

D eception is a Prima Facie Wrong
When journal
ists are fulfilling
their social
function, they
have a power
ful tool for jus
tifying actions
that we might
otherwise call
unethical.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss26/1
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Deception is an action intended to lead
an individual to a false conclusion.
Deception can be a stated
or physically demonstrat
ed falseh ood, as when
journ alists dress up as
store employees or nurs
ing home attendants while
still working as journal
ists. They are lying in
these cases, with their
dress and actions saying
that they are fulfilling one
role when they are fulfill
ing quite a different one.
Deception can also
occur by withholding information that it
is reasonable for an individual to expect to
be told. If journalists fail to tell sources the
true nature of their reporting or fail to tell
them that they are journalists working on
a story, the sources are being deceived.
They are being deceived because the jour
nalists have withheld information that the
sources have a reasonable expectation to
know.
Deception is a prima facie wrong
because it is parasitic on our usual belief
that people are who they present them
selves to be and that they will tell us all
relevant information concerning their rela
tionships with us. Life is too full to ques
tion or investigate the truth of each of our
interpersonal encounters. No matter how
cynical we believe ourselves to be, our
social interactions revolve around trust.
When I check my watch by saying to a
stranger in a questioning tone, “ My watch
says 10:30,” I assume that she will tell me
if there is a large discrepancy with what
her watch reads.
When I face a class at the University, I
assume that those are students, there to
complete course requirements, and not

investigators of the journalistic or govern
mental type. Deception works because it is
in our human nature to trust.
Because it is a prima facie wrong,
deception always requires justification.
The most common justification for decep
tion is consent. Just as we have a society
built on mutual trust and truthtelling, we
have cultural conventions of consent to
deception. If I go to a magic show, I want
to be deceived. If my husband plans a sur
prise for me, I want him to withhold infor
mation that would lessen that surprise.
And when I show up at work with a fabu
lous new haircut, I do want my colleagues
to keep their unflattering, unsolicited
opinions to themselves.
As a societal group, we
consent to more serious
kinds of deceptions. We
allow unmarked police
cars
and
carefully
restrained governmental
undercover in vestiga
tions. In the interest of
national security, we
allow public officials to
withhold some informa
tion and, in times of cri
sis, to provide “ misinfor
m atio n .” Consent, in
these cases, are provided through a combi
nation of citizen action and inaction.
While we may disagree on whether decep
tion was called for in a particular situa
tion, we allow for a kind of paternalistic
deception by our government. The social
function of government is to protect its
citizens. Citizens have agreed, implicitly or
explicitly, that in a narrow and protected
range of cases, that it is justified for the
governm ent to deceive us when that
deception is in the best interest of the
country or community.
Journalistic deception is rarely justified.
That is best shown through an examina
tion of journalistic justifications offered
for deception.
ournalists' Justifications for Deception
The Story Isn’t Certain: Reporters who
withhold information from sources about
the true nature of the story often justify
their actions by explaining (to themselves
or others) that the reporters themselves
aren’t sure how the story is going to turn
out. “Why tell the source that he is likely
to be presented in a negative way,” they

6
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reason, “ if I don ’t really know that late, to bluff, to coerce the source into
myself?”
putting her cards on the table.
That metaphor for reporter-source rela
More often, reporters refrain from
offering such information because they are tionship would not allow for journalists to
concerned that sources will refuse to talk fulfill their social function of telling citi
to them if they know the truth. They with zens information that citizens need to
hold information from the source, such as, know. A source that is trying to outsmart
“We’re investigating this story because it the reporter is not one that is providing
has been suggested that you’ve done some needed information.
The reporter-source relationship is
thing wrong.” That is information that a
source has a reasonable expectation of more like a relationship between profes
being told, just as they have a reasonable sionals with a similar goal. The source is
expectation of being told that they are not a client; the reporter is not working in
the interest of the source, but rather that
talking for publication.
It’s true that a story will change, grow of the audience. Sources cooperate because
and develop through good reporting. they, as well as reporters, believe that it is
Reporters need to have an open mind and important for the audience to have certain
to be ready to learn that things are not as information. Sources and reporters may
they suspected when they began research disagree as to which information is most
ing the story. But, the reporter does start important for the audience to have and it
out with an idea. Reporters talk to partic should be clear to sources that the news
ular sources because they are looking for organization always has the last word.
The most efficient way for the audience
information that they believe that only
that source can supply. If sources are not to get its needs met is for the reportersource relationship to be
told the true nature of
one of continuing conver
the story, even in light of
sation and negotiation.
the story changing and
The reporter wants certain
developing, they are
information for a particu
being made more vulner
lar reason. The source sup
able than they know
plies that with further
them selves
to
be.
information or explanation
Sourcing is a voluntary
that
had not occurred to
activity. Withholding of
the
reporter.
inform ation interferes
The reporter takes in
with the voluntariness of
that new inform ation,
the so u rce’s action; it
checks with other sources
eliminates the possibility
— documents as well as
of the source giving
people — and the story
informed consent to the
expands and changes. Or,
interview. This is unjusti
it doesn’t. The reporter
fied deception.
L.I
then returns to the source
Reporting is a Con Game: New Yorker for further conversation. Within this style
reporter Janet Malcolm made this justifi of reporter-source relationship, they need
cation for deception most articulate in a not agree or even like one another; they
1990 publication, “The Journalist and simply must understand and respect one
The Murderer.” She opens the book this another’s agenda. That is, the reporter and
way: “ Every journalist who is not too stu source are morally obligated to treat one
pid or too full of himself to notice what is another in a professional manner.
going on knows that what he does is
Let's Catch the Bad Guys: Journalists
morally indefensible. He is a kind of confi
dence man, preying on people’s vanity, argue that truly deceptive techniques, such
ignorance, or loneliness, gaining their trust as going undercover or masquerading to
get a story, are used to catch people who
and betraying them without remorse.”
This justification for journalistic mis doing things that endanger individuals or
representation implies that the relationship society.
The Food Lion story, for example,
between the journalist and source is some
thing like a poker game. The source ought showed that Federal regulations for how
be wary; the journalist is out to manipu food should be handled were ignored.
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

PrimeriME

Food Lion sued
ABC, claiming the
corporation’s
reporters used
deceptive practices
to gather the story.

Reporters who
withhold infor
mation from
sources about
the true nature
o f the story
often justify
their actions by
explaining (to
themselves or
others) that the
reporters them
selves aren't
sure how the
story is going to
turn out.
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“Every
journalist who
is not too stupid
or too full of
himself to
notice what is
going on knows
that what he
does is morally
indefensible. He
is a kind o f
confidence man,
preying on
people's vanity,
ignorance, or
loneliness, gain
ing their trust
and betraying
them without
remorse."
—Janet Malcolm

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss26/1
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Consumers were harmed or in danger of
being harmed by being sold tainted food.
Thus, in these cases, journalists are doing
their job, they are fulfilling their social
function by getting information out that
citizens need to know for self governance.
This justification has greater plausibility
than those that purportedly allow for gen
eralized conning or withholding of
sources. But, still it is problematic.
Just who are the bad guys? How does a
source know if a reporter, believing the
source to be a good guy, is being truthful
or if the reporter, believing the source to
be a bad guy, is thereby justified in deceiv
ing to get a story?
As these questions are unanswerable in
specific reporting situations, this justifica
tion, like the others, creates a scenario in
which all sources are more vulnerable than
they know themselves to be.
In addition, the story here is not just
that the store employees have failed to do
their jobs. The governmental agencies that
we trust to oversee such practices have
failed to do their job as well. And this is
more systemic problem. What citizens
need to know for self-governance is how
the government keeps track of how well
its regulations are being followed. Do reg
ulatory agencies conduct undercover
investigations to ferret out such practices?
If not, why not?
As citizens have tacitly given approval
for government to carry out restrained and
justified undercover investigations, it is
more consistent for government, not news
organizations, to take on such projects.
I ustified Journalistic Deception
With the understanding that almost no
journalistic deception is justified, it is
important to note that there is one case in
one hundred where it is justified. Criteria
for how to justify journalistic deception
fall out from the analysis of what is wrong
with the justifications usually offered.
Journalistic deception is justified only if all
of the following criteria are met:
•A ll usual means of gathering have
been attempted and exhaused.The need
for deception is not justified by a journal
ist’s assumption that it would be easier to
get information that way. Deception will
have met one criterion if it can be shown
that journalists attempted and failed to
develop the story differently.

•R egulatory agencies that have the
responsibility of overseeing the problem
have been approached. The story most
often missed in undercover exposes is why
the government is failing to do its job.
Federal, state and local agencies form a
web of oversight for bad truckers and bad
meat. It is an important matter for selfgovernance if that oversight is not happen
ing. Too often journalists skip the step of
approaching regulatory agencies because
of their fear that the story will “ evapo
rate.” Upon learning from journalists that
there is a problem, regulatory agencies
step in and take care of the problem. The
story is gone. But, while that story is gone,
another has emerged: a story of govern
ment that works. Or, if the matter was
cleaned up simply in response to journalis
tic pressure, the problem will recur and
quickly. In that case, the story is delayed,
not gone and when journalists begin
checking into the matter again, they have
the additional information that agency
oversight didn’t solve the problem.
•N o innocent person is deceived. If a
story is important enough to warrant jour
nalistic deception, the problem is broad
enough that only persons involved in the
wrongdoing ought be taken in by the jour
nalistic ruse. The W ilmington, N .C.
Morning Star provided an example of
journalistic deception that met this criteri
on when, in the mid-1980s, reporters infil
trated a military base in a mock-terrorist
raid. All people who work on a military
base, including civilians, have a duty to be
security-conscious. No “ innocent” person
was duped by the mock raid because all
should have been ready for an infiltration
by terrorists, or journalists.
•The news organization must publicly
discuss its use of questionable tactics,
regardless of the outcome. Citizens have
not given consent to be deceived by news
organizations. In the highly unusual case
in which reporters and news managers
determine that journalistic deception is
justified, it should be justifiable after the
case, in a public sense.
Journalistic deception tears at the fabric
of trust that holds society together. News
organizations who take it upon themselves
to deceive owe the public an explanation
of why it was necessary . If the case is
strong enough, the explanation ought to
make sense regardless of outcome.
mjr
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Surviving budget cuts, administrative crackdowns and
angry calls from the governor; The Montana Kaimin
celebrates 100 colorful years of university journalism
By M atthew O chsner

N

ESTLED IN A DILAPIDATED THREE-STORY BUILDING ON

Missoula’s north side, a handful of young journalists

m ost Kaim inites admit
hasn’t always come easily.
“ I wish I would have
University of M on tana’s fledgling cam pus, The Montana
kept some of those letters,”
said Ed Dugan, Kaimin fac
Kaimin. Editor Chas Pixley, class of 1899, watches over the pro
ulty adviser for more than
duction of the 26-page publication, which will soon hit the
30 years before retiring
from the journalism school
newsstands at the outrageous price of 15 in 1974. “ Letters on pink stationary from
little old ladies. They wanted to know
cents an issue and will sell 600 copies.
Spreading across Kaimin pages four why I wasn’t protecting the morals of the
and five is “ Russia or England?” , a less- young people. There were always people
than-seething editorial telling readers why out to can me, out to fire me.”
Recognized as the Northwest’s first
the Soviet Union would make a better ally
than Britain. Filling page 18 is a preview daily college newspaper in 1938, the
of the university’s first football team, com Kaimin has survived a long history of
plete with a picture of players sporting administrative run-ins, fallen editors and
leather helmets and baggy knickers. And zeroed budgets. In the mid 1980s a stu
on page one, a full-page description of dent senate angered by the paper’s report
ing slashed the
how this, the first issue of The Montana
Kaimin’s budget
Kaimin, came to be.
to $1. Ten years
“The students have felt
later the paper
the need of some com
didn’t even fare that well as
mon interest, something
the senate cut its budget completely.
around which they can
M atthew O chsner is a
rally,” Pixley’s staff wrote in 1898. “ In Beginning this fall, the Kaimin will be
senior in print journalism
view of this they have begun a college funded by a $2 per semester student fee in
at the University of
attempt to avoid this political juggernaut.
paper, of which this is the first issue.
Montana. He interned at
But through all its battles and its blun
“The Kaimin will bid you welcome at
the Great Falls Tribune
ders
the Kaimin kept on printing, fine tun
the beginning of the college year, it will be
last summer and is editor
ing
a
century of journalists — a list that
with you during the year, and bid you
of The Montana Kaimin
includes former Time magazine editor Bill
for the 1997-98
farewell at the close.”
school year.
Some 9,000 issues later the Kaimin has Forbis, painter Monte Dolack and televi
kept that promise, evolving from a literary sion actor Carroll O’Connor.
“A lot of these kids owe quite a bit to
magazine in Pixley’s day into a daily col
the Kaimin,” Dugan said. “I don’t mean a
lege paper today seen by 6,000 readers.
This fall the paper will celebrate its 100 little bit, I mean a lot. I think most of
year - a century of university news that them will tell you the same thing.”
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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gather anxiously, planning the newest addition to the
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A group of young journal
ists gather around a lino
type machine in UM ’s
journalism building. The
Kaimin bounced between
army tents and a bicycle
shed before ground was
broken for the journalism
building in 1936.
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The Kaimin began turning heads in
M ontana way back in 1909 when it
slimmed to four pages and emerged as
M issoula’s newest weekly - five years
before the journ alism school would
appear on campus, housed in Army sur
plus tents. Nearly 100 miles away, the
Anaconda Standard heralded the Kaimin
as “ neat and attractive in style” and “full
of real university news...which will be
read with pleasure by the general public.”
By 1915 the Kaimin had become bi
weekly, and five years later, found room
for a regular humor column dubbed “The
Grist.” Considered by many to be a little
too outspoken and a little too risque for a
college paper, “ The G rist” was heavily
criticized by the campus community, espe
cially after the Kaimin decided to include a
poem titled “The Real He-Man.”
THE REAL HE-MAN
He doesn’t smoke,
My pal named Mike;
He says it’s too
Damned ladylike.
In the early 1920s the journalism
school and the Kaimin offices were moved
into a World War I barracks built for the
Student Army Training Corps. Known as
“ the shack,” the building shook so vio

lently every time the presses
ran that once journalism facul
ty and students didn’t even
realize they were in the middle
an earthquake until they went
home for lunch. Everything in
the building, from the walls to
the plumbing, was outdated
and decrepit. It was even
rumored the Kaimin’s typewrit
ers were original models their
inventors had used when they
applied for patents.
In October 1926 the Kaimin
reminded students to hurry
and get their train tickets to
the Cat-Griz football game in
Butte, a game that even then
was dominated by Missoula.
“ Stirred by the desire to
return home with another
Bobcat pelt, the Grizzly jour
neyed to the new battle
grounds with a winning deter
mination,” the Kaimin report
ed in 1926. “ Finding the
Bobcat off guard, the Grizzly
clawed him and tore him to
pieces and returned home with
the usual hide.”

h e K a i m i n f in a l l y f o u n d a
permanent home in 1936 when
Dean Arthur Stone broke ground
for UM’s journalism building. Bill Forb
who would eventually go on to become an
editor at Time magazine, headed the paper
in the late ‘30s. In one his more popular
editorials, Forbis compared Adolf Hitler
to Napoleon Bonaparte, concluding that
“ Time alone will tell the fate of one
Adolph Hitler, terrorizer of Europe.”
Perhaps one of the brightest splashes of
color in the Kaimin s colorful history came
in 1949. On the front page of the first
issue of the paper that school year was an
editorial cartoon blasting the Board of
Examiners for going against state budget
ing recommendations. The cartoon depict
ed three rats — each believed to be repre
senting members of the Board of
Examiners — gnawing at a bag containing
the university budget. Accompanying the
cartoon was a stinging editorial written by
Kaimin editor Bill Smurr also criticizing
the board.
Fearing the cartoon and the editorial
might offend the governor and other state
bigw igs, University President Jam es
10
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M cClain ordered the
presses stopped and the
copies of the paper
taken to the dump.
M cClain then asked
Smurr to tone down
his editorial and to
remove the cartoon
before reprinting the
newspaper. Grudgingly
Smurr agreed to revise
the editorial but re
fused to budge on the
cartoon and ordered a
new press run. Once
again the presses were
stopped, and this time
an emergency Central
Board session was con
vened to hand down a
decision. The board
sided with the presi
dent, and Smurr re
signed a short time later.
“ I never was able to make up my mind
that I did the wise thing in resigning,”
Smurr wrote in a letter to journalism dean
Nathaniel Blumberg years afterward. “As
you know, people simply do not under
stand the profundity of the issues tied up
in the concept of a ‘free press,’ and though
only a small college paper was at stake the
affair has bothered me from that day to
this. I don’t like to talk about it much. As
I see it today, I was foolish and honest,
and the others were wise and dishonest.
On the whole, I would rather be honest, I
think.”
A week after Smurr’s resignation, a
Kaitnin associate editor named Carroll
O ’ Connor foil owed his
lead and also stepped
down. C arroll O ’
Connor would eventu
ally go on to play
Archie Bunker on television’s “All in the
Family.”
After mellowing a bit in the 1950s, the
Kaimin shocked the state in the ‘60s with
the “ roaring” editorials of editor David
Rorvik. Eventually going on to write for
Forbis at Time m agazine years later,
Rorvik attacked everything from the
Vietnam War to laws prohibiting prostitu
tion, all the while drawing fire from all
corners of the state.
“The response we got in those days was
enormous,” Rorvik said some 32 years
later. “We had people calling us a commu
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

nist organization and demanding we stop
corrupting the minds of university stu
dents.
“I cringe a bit when I think about some
of those editorials today, but I think they
were all appropriate at the time.”
In one of his most notorious editorials
titled the “ Contemporary Lay,” Rorvik
blasted the Catholic Church for its stand
on birth control.
“Asked if it is not more sinful to bring
into the world children doomed to malnu
trition, severe inequalities and possibly
even death,” Rorvik wrote, “the Church
has smugly maintained that couples who
cannot provide for
progeny need only
restrain their sexual
desires — by subli
m ating them, we
im agine, in Good Works and
church bazaars.”
And in “ Going to Pot,” Rorvik called
for the legalization of marijuana.
“This may not be ‘Boo-U,’ but every
body who’s In knows there are many here
who are (off-and-) On. Only a couple
years ago, five or six devotees could be
seen, en huddle, Puffing the Magic Drag
on right in front of Old Main.”
While 52 students signed a letter asking
that Rorvik be dismissed, several Montana
newspapers were writing editorials critical
of the Kaimin. A Billings radio station
aired a multi-part editorial series blasting
the paper, calling the Kaimin “ a red rag

The University of Montana’s
first football team. The team
finished the year with one
win, two losses and three
ties. This photo ran in the
first issue of the Kaimin in

1898.
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A Billings radio
station aired a
multi-part edito
rial series blast
ing the paper,
calling the
Kaimin “a red
rag wrapped
around filth and
smut, seasoned
with treason. "

Sept. 24, 1948 issue of
the Kaimin
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wrapped around filth and smut, seasoned
with treason.”
An Associated Press story that ran in
papers throughout Montana said some
parents were threatening to remove their
children from the university because of
“alleged sex-flavored and subversive mate
rial in the Kaimin.”
Dismayed by these threats, Gov. Tim
Babcock also began attacking the paper,
especially after the Kaimin came within a
few inches from printing a poem filled
with sexual connotations.
“ I’m the most broad-minded person
who’s ever sat in this office,” he said in a
phone call to the Kaimin in 1966. “ But I
think the line should be drawn somewhere
above that.”
But even with the governor breathing
down his neck Rorvik didn’t back down,
continuing to toss barbs left and right
until his year-long editorship ran
out in 1966.
“ If subversion entails
deviating too far from flagwaving standards of provin
cial Montana in the defense of
free expression, political free
dom (even or especially, for the
communists), and total sexual
autonomy to suit the supporters
of Little Orphan Annie, J. Edgar
Hoover, Pope Paul, Tim Babcock,
pristine printers and the rest of
those tired old women, then we are
in fact subversive. And proud of it,’
he said in a 1966 Kaimin article.
Four years later came Kaimin editor
T.J. Gilles and with him more controversy.
In only the second issue of the 1970
school year, Gilles wrote an editorial blast
ing UM program director Lee Tickell,
whose job was to attract speakers and
concerts to the university. Calling Tickell a
“ liar” and attacking “ his weasel-like char
acter,” Gilles accused Tickell of lying to a
reporter who had asked to see the minutes
from a recent meeting. Gilles also referred
to Tickell as a “ tinhorn gambler,” blaming
him for the council’s $33,000 debt.
Even though the Kaimin ran a retrac
tion two weeks later, Tickell contacted a
lawyer and threatened the paper with a
libel suit. Two days after the retraction,
Gilles told senior editor Bill Vaughn he
had decided to resign and left Missoula
that day with only $5 in his pocket.
Tickell eventually dropped the suit.

“I sort of hit the road for awhile after
that,” said Gilles, who returned a week
later and was eventually rehired as the
Kaimin sports editor.
Though Gilles is probably most remem
bered for this run-in with Tickell, it’s the
start he gave a young Montana artist that
stands out in his mind.
“I gave Monte Dolack his first art job,”
said Gilles, who is now a news editor at
the Great Times in Great Falls. “He was
our cartoonist, and I paid him $1 to draw
a caricature of this guy who was retiring.”
Even with the war winding down in the
1970s, headlines like “ Avoiding draft now
easier” and “ All night sleep-in planned to
protest Vietnam War,” continued to be
commonplace on the Kaimin front page.
The paper followed student protesters
through the streets of Missoula
during peace marches and ran
a constant barrage of nation
al Vietnam coverage, all at a
time when M issoula was
being recognized across
Montana for its aggressive
anti-war movements. This
attention again put the
Kaimin in the spotlight.
“There’s been a lot
of times when the
Kaimin has given
other papers across
the state a real run
for their money,” said
C arol Van V alkenburg, who
worked as a Kaimin reporter in the 1970s
before taking over as adviser in 1982.
“That’s always a lot of fun.”
Some 20 years later Missoula and the
Kaimin have again mellowed. The paper
has trimmed down to two editorials a
week instead of four and has added a
home page on the Internet, updated daily.
The Kaimin graduated three reporters
in May. Two interned at the Great Falls
Tribune and the other went to the Billings
Gazette as a Cody, Wyo., correspondent.
This fall the paper throws a new crop
of aspiring journalists into the fire, prepar
ing them, like so many before, for a
rough-and-tumble career in the world of
journalism.
“ It’s like that saying that no one wants
to watch sausage or laws being made,”
Van Valkenburg joked. “ It’s a little bit the
same with learning how to become a jour
nalist. But if the university isn’t the place
for that then I don’t know what is.” mjr
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Sheriff Plummer's revenge
The editor o f Montana’s first newspaper found that
covering the Vigilantes meant becoming one himself
By R. E. M ather

NE OF THE MOST FAMOUS NEWSPAPERMEN OF THE WESTERN

O

(frontier, Thomas Josiah Dimsdale, appears to have
been a fraud, and a cowardly one at that. In the
1860's, Editor Dimsdale informed Montana Post readers that
pure democracy was the "acme of absurdity" so the justice system should rest in the hands of Vigilantes.
Later, he described a series of lynchings as
a “ proud” record. But because Dimsdale
was pious and scholarly, modern histori
ans took him at his word when he claimed
his articles were “ impartial.”
In 1978 Merrill G. Burlingame — then
history p ro fessor at M ontana State
University — wrote that since Dimsdale
did not participate in vigilance activities,
his narrative should be “ more objective
than if he had been a member.”
Wanting to appear objective seems to
be exactly what Dimsdale had in mind
back in the 1860s. In all probability, he
deliberately concealed the crucial fact that
he himself was a Vigilante. Also, his
defense of the movement was probably so
passionate because it was motivated by his
own terror of meeting death at the end of
the disgraceful hangman’s noose — a pun
R. E. M ather lives in
ishment for his role in the V igilante
Oklahoma City. She is a
takeover
of the miners’ justice system.
historian and co-author
Do
these
two probabilities suggest we
with F.E. Boswell of the
should
strike
Dimsdale’s name from the
book, “ Hanging the
list
of
newspaper
greats of the Old West?
Sheriff: A Biography of
Not
at
all.
The
far-flung
influence of his
Henry Plummer.” She has
researched the Montana
articles has earned the editor of Montana’s
Vigilantes for 20 years.
first newspaper a secure place in history.
In fact, Editor Dimsdale could be con
sidered as much a victim of his times as
the victims he gained fame by describing: a
bedridden college graduate whom armed
men limped out into the snow and then
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

strung up on a pole leaned
over a corral gate, ... a mer
chant they waked in the
dark of night and dangled by
the neck from a blood-stained windlass
used for butchering beef...Fortunate sus
pects were provided a drop; others were
noosed, hoisted from the ground, .and left
to strangle. During the lingering death, the
body could flail at the end of the rope for
as long as eight minutes.

Po st esca
lated as Dimsdale continued to
furnish details like one victim’s
gangrenous feet smelling so putrid that
hungry wolves were lured to the scene.
Though a Vigilante lieutenant named John
X. Beidler was honest enough to admit
that strangulation was a “ horrible” death,
Dimsdale advised his growing reading
audience against the use of drops and
neck-snapping. Strangulation, he insisted,
was “the only really merciful way of hang
ing.”
Though none of the victims he wrote
about were given a trial, all have been villainized in subsequent histories. Editor
Dimsdale — with his Christian burial and
Masonic grave marker — has been lion
ized as a decent citizen and dedicated
recorder of his times.
When he arrived in the Far West, he
appeared to have the breeding and charac
ter to qualify him as a conscientious
reporter of momentous events. In 1831 he
was born into a prominent family of
northern England. Besides being fragile
newspaper sales of th e
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Historians have used
Dimsdale’s accounts of
Vigilante activity because of
their “ objectivity,” but
Dimsdale himself could have
been in the organization.

and small and suffering from lung disease,
Dimsdale was too fainthearted to endure
criticism. Instead, he retreated without
comment and vented his frustration by
pouting silently, a habit he carried into
adulthood.
Because of the boy’s frail health and
timid disposition, his parents sent him to
Oxford to study for the ministry. But dur
ing his second year, the family fortune
failed. Left with no funds and no career
training, Dimsdale floundered about
England and C anada before he
impetuously joined the Gold Rush
to what is now Montana.

execution of five men along the beam of
an unfinished building in Virginia City,
and hanged fourteen others at locations as
far north as Hell Gate.
In May of that same year, Montana
became a territory; and in August, the first
newspaper appeared in the Territory, the
Montana Post.
Soon after, the owners named Dimsdale
editor. In August of 1865, he began his
serialized articles on the Vigilantes’ heroic
war against the criminal element that had
been headquartered at Bannack.
Plummer’s outlaw band,
Dimsdale wrote, was a fornidable network manned
ackin g th e stami
with spies, stool pigeons,
na to work at min
fences, roadsters, tele
ing, he supported
graph horsemen, offi
himself by opening a pri
cers and a sadistic
vate school in Virginia
chief. These outlaws
City. And to su p ple
were responsible for
ment his income he
countless robberies
gave private singing
and over one hun
lessons after class.
dred murders of
In Alder Gulch the
innocent citizens.
aloof teacher was recogThe titillating sto
nized as an “ Oxfordries of robberies and
educated gentleman.”
lynchings were so pop
His eleven-year-old
ular with the public
pupil, M ollie Sheehan,
that in 1866, Tilton and
thought the “small, delicateCompany decided to res
looking and gentle” school
urrect them as a book. But
master who spoke in a precise
while “ The V igilantes of
British accent “ knew every
M ontana” was still in the
th in g .” While children
galley stage, D im sdale’s
“ buzzed and whispered over Editor Dimsdale health took a turn for the
their readers, ... the professor
worse and the project had to
sat at a makeshift desk near the little win proceed without his help. On September
dow of the log school house writing, writ 22, he succumbed to his lung disease.
ing, ... always writing.”
In the fall of 1863, two stage coach
HE GRAVE OF THE PIONEER JOURNALIST
robberies took place between Virginia City
perches on a hill overlooking the
and Bannack, home of Sheriff Henry
ssemi-ghost town where he achieved
Plummer, the popularly elected law officer fame for editing Montana’s first newspa
for all mines east of the Rockies. Then in per and writing M ontana’s first book.
December, a grouse hunter stum bled Subsequent historians did not sully the
across the frozen corpse of orphan Nick respected writer’s reputation with suspi
Tiebolt, robbed of two mules and then cions he belonged to the vigilance organi
murdered. With N ick ’s raven-pecked zation.
remains on display in the Gulch, precur
Because of the secrecy of the organiza
sors of the Vigilantes galloped off to tion, it is not possible to offer the member
round up murder suspects. In late ship roll as evidence that Dimsdale did or
December- after the miners’ court held tri didn’t belong. However there are far more
als for Nick’s suspected murderers- the reasons to assume he was a Vigilante than
Vigilantes formally organized.
that he was not.
By February 3, 1864, they had hanged
First, as one scholar of American vigiSheriff Plummer and two deputies on the lantism puts it, “Thomas Dimsdale’s clas
gallows at Bannack, carried out a joint sic book ... was a veritable textbook on

L

Dimsdale’s defense
o f the movement
was probably so
passionate because
it was motivated
by his own terror
o f meeting death
at the end o f the
disgraceful hang
man’s noose... a
punishment for his
role in the
Vigilante takeover
o f the miners’ jus
tice system.
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the vigilante method.” Dimsdale did not ter of membership. Alexander Davis, a
just present the vigilante philosophy, he judge of the miners’ courts, has left an
embraced it. “While society is organizing account of his experience with Vigilante
in the far West,” he wrote, “ swift and ter recruiters. When Davis “ politely refused”
rible retribution is the only preventive of to enlist, the outraged recruiters advised
crime.”
him “ he had the choice of joining the
He contended there was neither time Vigilantes, leaving the region or being
nor money for “ the wearisome proceed hung.”
ings” and “ the absolutely frightful” costs
Dimsdale could have opted to leave the
of trials held in the miners’ courts. (As an mines rather than join a body of men act
example of costs, the miners’ sheriff or ing outside the law, but he did not. And
deputies received fifty cents for serving a since he was noted for his lack of courage,
subpoena or summoning a juror.)
it is doubtful he defied recruiters and
There is no doubt that
risked being hanged. He himself
D im sdale
was
mightily
described the V igilan tes’
impressed by “ the Vigilantes,
authority as "resistless.”
whose power reaches from
end to end of Montana.”
S A f in a l rea
His claim that “ nearly
son, we have
every good man in the
the report left
Territory” belonged to
by his successor at the
the lynchers provides a
Post. The new editor,
second clue. Dimsdale
a young Bostonian
insisted it was “ an
named Henry Blake,
absolute necessity that
stated that he received
good, law-loving, and
notice he “ had been
order-sustaining men
elected a member of
should unite for mutual
the Vigilantes.”
protection, and for the
There is no reason to
salvation of the commu
suppose
V igilantes
nity.” And after “ being
required Editor Blake to
united, they must act in
join them, but not Editor
harmony.”
Dimsdale.
If Dimsdale failed to unite,
As early as autumn of 1864,
he would be acting contrary
members were becoming
to his own advice. And when
uneasy about having their
other pro-vigilante pioneers Sheriff Plummer names on the roll because of
claimed every good man at
rumors that a Federal inves
the mines united, they certainly were not tigation was underway. Nathaniel Lanford
implying that Dimsdale was not among — who admitted to being a Vigilante offi
their number and therefore not a good cer and also admitted that Vigilantes had
man.
made mistakes — wrote in his book, “The
Vigilantes ... knew full well that ... they
themselves would in turn be held account
ven if D imsdale held a high position
in the organization, he would have able before the law for any unwarrantable
considered it his duty to suppress the exercise of power. ”
The purpose of Dimsdale articles was
inform ation. “ Secret,” the Vigilantes
“ must be, in council and membership,” he to exonerate the Vigilantes and thus head
off prosecution. But in light of Dimsdale
wrote, “ for the detection of crime.”
It seems reasonable that he was describ previous behavior as an editor, it is amaz
ing the precise course he chose — a silent ing he mustered the courage to write them.
unification. His own weakness and lack of His close friends confessed that Dimsdale
self-defense skills were good reasons to did not possess the grit to be a newspaper
unite with a powerful group that promised man; he was too “thin-skinned and sensi
protection from the murderous criminals tive.”
When rival papers sprang up in the
who supposedly honeycombed the camps.
A third consideration — which is so Territory, he preferred to resign rather
important it eclipses previous points — is than exchange quips with other newsmen.
that Dimsdale had little choice in the mat To keep Dimsdale at his desk at the Post,
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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Plummer's outlaw
band was a formi
dable network
manned with spies,
stool pigeons,
fences, roadsters,
telegraph horse
men, officers, and a
sadistic chief. This
band was responsi
ble for countless
robberies and over
one hundred mur
ders o f innocent
citizens.
- Thomas Dimsdale

Sheriff Plummer was demo
nized by Dimsdale, but a cor
respondent for the Sacramento
Daily Union wrote in 1863,
“ No man stands higher in the
estimation of the community
than Henry Plummer.”
D rawing by C.M. D iaz
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Editor Dimsdale’s grave over
looks Virginia City, where he
gained fame as the editor of
Montana’s first newspaper
and author of the state’s first
book, “ The Vigilantes of
Montana.”
Photo

by

F.E. Boswell

friends had to periodically give him what
they called “some injection of spinal sta
mina.”
The question that comes to mind is
what sort of spinal injection was necessary
to induce Dimsdale to publicly defend a
besieged vigilance organization? Perhaps
an injection of fear, a fear of receiving the
death sentence in a Federal court. And had
the prosecution commenced, the fact that
Dimsdale’s closest confidant was Vigilante
Prosecutor Sanders would not be helpful to
a defense.

upper echelons, rubbing shoulders with
officers like Paris Pfouts and Wilbur
Sanders, men who wisely left the dirty
work of chasing down and eliminating
suspects to underlings such as Beidler, who
could ride and shoot well. Dimsdale’s poor
health prohibited such vigorous activity,
and besides, he did not know how to use a
weapon.
As a reward for writing his articles,
Vigilantes presented their cooperative little
editor with “ an ivory-handled, silvermounted p isto l.” Spectators watched
Dimsdale bashfully accept his first weapon
NE FURTHER HINT THAT DIMSDALE’S and then dash off with “ almost boyish
involvement in vigilance activities glee” to learn how “ to shoot it o ff.”
was greater than previously supposed During his practice sessions, worried citi
came after the joint lynchings at Virginia
zens were said to “tremble” for “ the safety
City. After the five victims were buried of the children and the family cow.”
atop Boot Hill, Vigilantes forgot the order
Reportedly, the highest proficiency
in which they had arranged the men along Dimsdale reached was “to be able to hit
the building beam. Interestingly enough, an oyster can at ten steps once in ten
they went to Dimsdale for an answer. times.
Though the teacher had purposely delayed
In some instances, Dimsdale’s reporting
his students at the school until the last was as inaccurate as his shooting. His
dry-goods box was jerked out from under main goal was to persuade readers of the
the last noosed victim—and therefore was existence of a murderous outlaw band, but
not present at the executions—he quickly it is highly unlikely that outlaws at the
divulged the location of each of the five mines had ever organized.
men hanged on the beam.
Dimsdale exaggerated lawlessness and
Any role Dimsdale played in the vigi also inserted fabrications, such as his
lance organization would have been in the claim that the password of the outlaw

«

The three law officers assassinat
ed on the Bannack gallows all
died from strangulation — “ the
only really merciful way of hang
ing,” said Dimsdale.
Photo

by

F.E. Boswell
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band was “ innocent.” Thus when a lynch
victim stood under a crude gallows and
insisted,:” 1 am innocent,” his words could
later be explained away as a final recita
tion of the password.
Dimsdale created a lasting image of
Sheriff Henry Plummer as a veritable
demon. Yet early journals and memoirs
claim the Sheriff had “a strain of nobility”
and performed many kindnesses for his
constituents, such as escorting a packer to
his destination during a bitterly cold win
ter, or searching for a buffalo robe a lone
prospector had lost somewhere on the
trail.
In May of 1863, a journalist more
objective than Dimsdale visited Bannack
and dispatched an article to the
Sacramento Daily Union, marvelling that
he had seen workmen taking $3,800 in
gold dust out of one of the Sh eriff’s
numerous rich claims. “ No man stands
higher in the estimation of the community
than Henry Plummer,” the correspondent
concluded. But Dimsdale’s tirades reveal a
personal hatred for the cultured young
Sheriff whose riding, shooting, and mining
skills made him the envy of the toughest
gold-camp veteran.

I

n spite of

D im sdale ’ s deficiencies as a

journalist, his writing has had a pro
found influence on history. In 1958 J.
W. Smurr — then a history instructor at
Montana State University — complained
that modern histories were a mere
“reworking” of Dimsdale and Langford.
Since 1958, some Eastern scholars have
dismissed Dimsdale’s account of the out
law band as a tall tale, but most Western
histories still echo the Dimsdale narrative.
What place does Thom as Jo siah
Dimsdale hold in the history of journal
ism? He violated professional ethics and
had lapses in objective reporting.
Nevertheless, through the morass of pro
paganda in his articles, many colorful
im ages of the mining frontier shine
through. His description of an evening at
a hurdy-gurdy house, for example, is
unsurpassed in gold-rush accounts.
But Dimsdale has left posterity more
than a heritage of powers of observation
and a flair for using words. His articles are
awesome proof of a journalist’s power to
not only mold public opinion, but even
shape history.
mjr

As a reward for
writing his arti
cles, Vigilantes
presented their
cooperative little
editor with “an
ivory-handled,
silver-mounted
pistol."
Spectators
watched
Dimsdale bash
fully accept his
first weapon and
then dash off
with “almost
boyish glee" to
learn how “to
shoot it off."
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THE GHOST TOW N OF BANNACK- Dimsdale claimed Bannack was headquarters for a murdering outlaw gang, headed by
Plummer, but it is doubtful crime at the Montana mines was organized.
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Beware the bean counters
The push
for higher profits and more efficiency is
pushing the news out o f today’s newsrooms
By Pat Williams

N THIS ERA OF ONCE UNIMAGINABLE TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE,

I

the power over information and news and who or what
control it is in great measure determining how well we

prevent its occurrence. The
founders were intentionally
protective
of the freedom of
industrial, colonial domination of the news that we Montanans
the press and the freedom of
suffered early in our history may well be happening again; this
expression. But they, most
particularly Jefferson, also
understood the threat of
time in more subtle but none the less dan conglomerates, consolidation and concen
gerous ways. The growing concentration trated power.
of authority over news, information and
Today information and the dissemina
entertainment in the hands of fewer and tion of news is gathered under the authori
fewer corporations, global conglomerates ty of a handful of people in a manner that
and individual information moguls is vir many believed would have alarmed our
tually unprecedented and, frankly, danger founders and does alarm us.
ous.
Two hundred and ten years ago this
io d a y
G en eral
E l e c t r ic ,
summer, the debate for four sweltering
W estinghouse,
Time-Warner,
months in the Philadelphia state house,
Disney, Paramount, Turner and
now called Independence Hall, returned Murdoch are empires that control virtual
again and again to the necessity for our ly the entire news programming and much
new country to avoid the concentration of of the amusement provided on network
unrestrained, consolidated power-by gov television. The corporate reach into daily
ernment. To assure that the levers of gov newspapers, local television, book pub
ernment required many hands to operate, lishing, p rofession al sports and
the framers fashioned the effective checks Hollywood is without precedent. And the
Pat Williams is the
and balances of our constitution.
bottom line is not public service — it is
Senior Fellow at the
Ever
since,
the
concentration
of
power
profit.
Center for the Rocky
by the state has been of paramount con
The pattern of corporate chain owner
Mountain West. He rep
cern to people not only here but around ship of daily newspapers is running in
resented Montana in the
the world as well.
U.S. House of
high gear. For the most part it is not cre
Representatives from
What the founders did not imagine was ating newspapers, it is eliminating them.
1978 to 1996.
that by the close of this century the con Since the beginning of this decade the New
centration of power over speech and infor York Tribune, The Pittsburgh Press, The
mation would end up under the control of Anchorage Times, Arkansas Gazette, The
gargantuan commercial media and enter Houston Post, Sacramento Union — there
tainment enterprises that dominate on a are dozens of others — have been put out
global scale. Even had they foreseen this, it of business by their owners.
is doubtful they would have attempted to
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss26/1
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The management mantra is greater effi
ciency and higher profits. The result is
newsroom downsizing, cost cutting and ter
mination. In the last 10 years, the three
major networks have cut their foreign staffs
by half, closing or reducing offices in
Frankfurt, London, Rom e, Beijing,
Johannesburg and Paris. Time has reduced
its ranks of foreign correspondents by a
third.
In the last year and a half, major papers
from The Los Angeles Times to The Wall
Street Journal have laid off hundreds in
their news departments. Corporations have
trimmed the ranks of the working press
throughout Montana while, at the same
time, consolidating ownership. The most
recent example is Lee’s purchase of the Big
Fork Eagle. Lee now owns most of the
major daily newspapers in the state, includ
ing the Missoulian, the (Butte) Montana
Standard, the (Helena) Independent Record
and the Billings Gazette.

USA Today has eliminated the equivalent
of four daily editions and shrunk its news
hole by five percent. The LA Times has
eliminated its “ Weekly World Report”
along with six suburban sections. The
Miami Herald killed its Sunday feature sec
tion. In Iowa, the once family-owned The
Des Moines Register has entered the “ bot
tom line” age, killed the Register’s famed
border-to-border Iowa coverage and is now
a metro Des Moines’ only newspaper.

I

S THIS A DARK CONSPIRACY BY SINISTER

Corporate captains? No. However, it is
a visible example of green eye shade,
bean counting, corporate journalism run
ning loose. And it has a detrimental effect
on both how much and which news is cov
ered. That coverage is increasingly being
determined by absentee executives operat
ing as investors, not news people.
The news must now meet a standard of
marketability. News is now shaped and

Photo by
A nn
Williamson

Pat Williams began his position at the Center for the Rocky Mountain West in January 1^97. Last spring, Williams
also taught a course at the University of Montana on Congress in the 1990s.
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presented, not for its value as news, but as proudly retrieved from his hut a photo
to what has audience acceptability. It has graph of Evil Knievel.
finally come to pass: what sells now pass
A year ago, MIT economist and fellow
es as the news. That is particularly true in Montanan Lester Thurow, hiking in the
the electronic media of television. The desert of Saudi Arabia, happened upon a
news which appeals to a certain demo Bedouin camp. There a satellite dish and
graphic audience is the news worth cover a generator were bringing American televi
ing. The other news of foreign matters, sion into their desert tents. Bedouins
government processes, the true problems watching you — us!
of the poor go almost unreported because
they don’t meet the new conglomerate
ERVERSELY, WE ARE SHOWN THE
bottom line standards.
Hubbell images of stars being born
We know one hell of a lot more about
at the edge of the universe, but we
Tanya H ardin g, Princess Di and OJ do not know about the unmarked graves
Simpson than we do about the 1,000 of of our children here at home.
the world’s 9,000 bird species on the edge
We can recall with great detail the
of extinction. We are told almost nothing accomplishments of basketball’s Final
about that two-thirds of the planet’s popu Four, but we haven’t examined the past
lation that live in the 130 poorest nations. decade and a half of widespread increase
Perhaps Americans would not have turned in the inequality of wealth among our peo
away if we had known that during the ple, the likes of which no nation has ever
first half of the 1980s 50 percent of the experienced without undergoing a revolu
children who died in New
tion, military defeat or subse
York City before their second
quent conquest. And, yet, we
year of life were buried in
We know one seem not to know it has even
unm arked m ass graves in
occurred.
hell o f a lot more
Potters fields.
The trends of the new con
Yes, we get our health tips,
glomerate news media cover
about Tanya
entertainm ent, trivia and
age are alarm ing. In this
Harding,
brightly colored w eather
nation, we must be informed
m aps from to d a y ’s news Princess Di and if we are to thoughtfully carry
gathering conglomerates, but
on with this experiment of
is it news and is it the news O J Simpson than ruling ourselves through rep
we Americans must have if we do about the resentative democracy. The
we are to carry out our
resolution of the world’s most
1,000 o f the
responsibilities of the leading
far
reaching
problem s
citizens of the world?
depends upon a fully
world’s 9,000
informed American citizenry.
bird species on Only with accurate, complete
O BE A WORLD CITIZEN
today carries new
news and information can we
the edge o f
responsibilities. With
th oughtfully ad d ress and
the fantastic global reach ofextinction.
resolve the great problems of
technology, with the spread
our age.
of information, entertainment and news
In this nation, the wonderful results of
,we are presented with both challenges our brand of free market capitalism are
and obligations. We live in a global com everywhere for all to see; so are its scars
munity now in which once faraway places — the wealth and the poverty, the sky
are on our very doorsteps and in our liv scrapers and the toxic waste dumps, the
ing rooms. And we are accessible to those heart transplants and the Thalidomide
people as well.
babies. Without restraint, the wages of
In the sm all Philippine town of unrestrained capitalism have been very
Balanga, located on the route of World high indeed.
War II’s Bataan Death March, the local
What will be the price of the recent cor
bakery sells Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle porate domination of our news and infor
birthday cakes. In Rio, children carry mation gathering resources? Is our society
Michael Jackson lunch boxes to school. A willing to pay it? Is it even worth the risk
friend of mine on a trip a few years ago to find out?
mjr
into Africa told of the tribal person who
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Barbed wire and butter battles
Fort Missoula holds its place in World War II history
as a Japanese and Italian prisoner o f war camp
By Carol Van Valkenburg

efo re th e

B

U n it e d S t a tes c o u l d e v e n b e g in t o ta lly its

losses from the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, hun
dreds of prominent Japanese living on America’s western

Indefinite confinement at
an abandoned army post
could not have been a
aliens, were spirited away by FBI agents as their families
happy prospect for these
watched in terror, uncertain of their fate or even their destination.
2,000 men. Two incidents
of unrest among the Italian
group give testimony to the
In custody were the leaders of the discord that is perhaps inevitable when
Japanese community in the United States. men of diverse views are kept in close
Most had been barred from citizenship by quarters. And, while internal strife among
racist laws enacted earlier in the century. the Japanese was not evident during their
Justice department officials feared if these Missoula sojourn, one of their number
influential Japanese proved disloyal, their would be killed by a guard after transfer
actions would have a ripple effect in the to another camp. In addition, Fort
Missoula was to play a role in the aftercohesive Japanese community.
The men were soon herded onto shade- math of a riot at the M anzanar,
drawn railroad cars to begin a journey C alifornia, relocation camp in which
north. The first of what would soon grow guards shot and killed two Japanese men
to a contingent of more than 1,000 and wounded several others.
Japanese arrived at their destination on
N THE AFTERNOON OF JULY 19,
Dec. 18. When the men stepped from a
1941, Fort M issoula guards
Northern Pacific rail car into the crisp
observed about 30 Italian seamen
mountain air they learned that their new
residence was to be behind barbed wire at standing outside the mess hall, shouting
and gesturing wildly. The Italians told a
Fort Missoula, Montana.
C arol Van Valkenburg
The Japanese were told they were at camp official they suspected the suet
is a professor at the UM
Fort Missoula for swift and fair hearings unloaded from trucks at the kitchen would
School of Journalism. She
into their loyalty. These prisoners joined a entirely replace the butter and oil they
is the author of “ An
thousand
Italian men who had been at the were used to. They also lodged complaints
Alien Place: Fort
fort for six months already. The Italians that ships’ officers, who were housed and
M issoula.”
were trapped in the United States, or in fed separately from the crewmen, were
U.S. ports, when war broke out in Europe hogging more than their share of coveted
in 1939. Most were merchant seamen and provisions. P.R. McLaughlin, second-inwhen Axis leaders got word to the ships’ command at the camp, tried to allay their
captains to scuttle their vessels, many fears. They dispersed, but soon renewed
complied and arrests ensued. The crews of their agitated conversation. One man
the Italian ships were sent to Fort swung a large chunk of suet at an Italian
assigned duty as a butcher.
Missoula.
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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“ The Italians
thoughty These
guys are armed
and dangerous.
“They set a patrol
car on fire and
shot a gu y /” Moe
recalls. “ We had
no trouble after
that. ”
—John Moe

McLaughlin summoned guards and
alerted three senior officers on the
grounds. At camp headquarters, Wilmer
Beckstrom and George M cN aughton
jumped into a 1940 Ford Tudor sedan and
Jesse Giles hopped onto the car’s running
board. In the car were two Thompson
submachine guns, a tear gas gun with 12
cartridges, and three “ candle-type hand
grenades, at least one of which [contained]
nauseating and sickening gas,” according
to accounts that ultimately reached the
desk of FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover.
At the scene the officers concluded they
lacked sufficient firepower and ordered
Giles back to headquarters for more
w eapons. As they hastily unloaded
weapons from the car a tear gas canister
exploded. The ensuing chain reaction
engulfed the car in fire.
r o h n M o e , a n im m ig r a t io n ser v ic e

Fort Missoula— 1942
M ontana H istorical S ociety
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I guard who was later to serve as
Missoula County sheriff, remembers
more of the story than is in the official
report.
M oe was at the site and former
Montana Grizzly basketball star Leonard
Kuka was in a nearby guard tower. When
the explosion went off, a startled Kuka
shot himself in the foot.
“The Italians thought, ‘These guys are
armed and they’re dangerous. They set a
patrol car on fire and shot a guy,” ’ Moe
recalls.

“ We had no trouble after that,” he
recalls. But there was trouble later,
sparked, oddly enough, by the camp doc
tor.
There were bitter political divisions
among the Italians at the fort and camp
officials worked hard to keep ill will in
check. One of the obstacles to easing the
tension was Dr. Orvall Smiley, a surgeon
for the U.S. Public Health Service and the
medical officer in charge at Fort Missoula.
Smiley was a complainer and a trouble
maker. He belittled the Japanese physi
cians detained at the fort who assisted in
the camp hospital, badgered the patients,
spouted racist remarks and made life
unpleasant for his staff.
Smiley got ahold of a letter from
Antonio Visini, an internee whom he had
treated for hemorrhoids. The letter praised
the medical care at the fort, saying it
would not have been better in the “much
vaunted Italian hospitals.”
“ I can now testify that I was treated
better in the concentration camp than in
the hospitals of our fam ous country,
which certain individuals wish to show as
a paradise,” he wrote.
The doctor posted the letter, though he
was warned by staff members to refrain.
The criticism of Italy incensed the fort’s
pro-fascist faction. A fight broke out near
the camp stables and some in the angry
mob beat up Visini. Soon 300 men began
moving toward the main gate. Another
group joined the first, dragging a man and
beating him as they came.
Guards shot tear gas into
the crowd and when the
mob dispersed, 13 men were
left injured, five of whom
required hospitalization.
Benito DeBiasi was seriously
hurt.
Smiley showed up at the
riot but Bert Fraser, the act
ing supervisor of the camp,
ordered him to leave. Saying
he wasn’t afraid of “ these
g u in e a s,” Smiley volun
teered to wade into the
crowd with a weapon.
Trouble with Smiley was
nothing new. In one formal
com plaint, the Italian
spokesman complained he
conducted “ bestial prostate
ex a m s” and resorted to
“ very strange treatm ent 22
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meant to cure a persistent headache by
introducing a tube of respectable size into
the anal orifice of the patient.”
Camp officials requested his dismissal.
Soon he was gone, though records at the
National Archives don’t reveal whether he
was transferred, as he requested, or dis
missed, as the camp supervisor
requested.
The fascist and anti-fas
cist forces were segregated
by barracks and there is
no record of further
serious disturbances
among the Italians.
No divisions were
apparent among the
fort’s Japanese popu
lation, though the
majority of these men
were
housed
in
Missoula for only about
six
months.
Whei
President Roosevelt signed
an order in February 1942
that led to the removal of the
120,000 Japanese who remained on
the west coast, many of the Fort Missoula
Japanese were transferred to camps oper
ated by the newly created War Relocation
Authority.
The only violent incidents at Fort
Missoula involving Japanese came at the
hands of Immigration Service inspectors
who interrogated some of the men as to
whether they were in the United States ille
gally. A few gu ards and interpreters
slapped and kicked some of the Japanese
and used racist epithets. Immigration
Commissioner Earl Harrison fired two
interpreters and suspended three inspec
tors for 90 days for their conduct.

W

HILE VIOLENCE AT FORT Missoula

was unusual, it was neither rare
nor inconsequential at the other
prisoner-of-war camps.
Ichiro Shimoda, also known as Itsuji
Shimoda, was arrested Dec. 7 in Los
Angeles and sent to Fort M isso u la.
Professor Tetsuden Kashima reports that
on the train to Missoula Shimoda tried to
bite off his tongue, but was restrained by
other Japanese. In Missoula he tried sui
cide, prompting a Jan. 16, 1942, evalua
tion by Dr. Smiley, who called him “defi
nitely insane.” Despite his medical condi
tion, Shimoda was transferred to Fort Sill,
Okla., where in March he tried to climb a
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

camp fence and was shot in the head by
guards.
Violence on a larger scale erupted at
Manzanar, a WRA camp located near
California’s border with southern Nevada.
On the night of Dec. 5, 1942, several
Japanese severely beat Frank Masuda, the
chairm an of the Japanese
American Citizens League’s
southern district in Los
Angeles. [He is referred to
in some reports as Fred
Toyam a, probably a
pseudonym used to
protect him from fur
ther retribution.]
M asuda
had
earned a reputation as
an inform er well
before his internment.
The JACL’s Los Angeles
office allegedly gathered
r information before the
war about the backgrounds
and activities of Japanese and
passed it on to government
agents. Such information was the
foundation on which the FBI and Naval
Intelligence recommended the arrest of
many of the Fort Missoula Japanese.
At Manzanar, Masuda was branded an
informer and beaten in his bed by six
masked men. Camp administrators singled
out H arry Ueno, arrested him and
whisked him to a jail outside of camp.
Several in the camp were enraged because
Ueno, who worked in the mess, had
lodged complaints that guards were pilfer
ing provisions and selling them on the
black market. Many Japanese viewed
Ueno as a scapegoat.
Several men went to the camp adminis
trator’s office to complain and negotiate
Ueno’s release. Outside the office demon
strators gathered. Government officials
claim the negotiating committee incited
the mob, but for whatever reason, when
members of the crowd moved toward the
administration building guards opened
fire. One man lay dead, a second died
soon after. Ten more people were treated
at the camp hospital. Several others were
injured but did not seek treatment for fear
of retribution.
Arrests followed, not of the guards who
fired at the crowd, but of members of the
negotiating committee and others charged
with inciting the violence.

Supervisor Bert Fraser
(right) with two Italian pris
oners harvesting crops at Fort
Missoula in 1942.
M ontana H istorical S ociety

Government offi
cials claim the
negotiating com
mittee incited the
mob, but for
whatever reason,
when members of
the crowd moved
toward the
administration
building guards
opened fire. One
man lay dead, a
second died soon
after.
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Italian prisoners dining
in the Fort Missoula
messhall.
M ontana H istorical S ociety

Six months earlier
Toole had tried to
keep any Japanese
students from
enrolling in col
lege in Missoula.
Montanans won't
want to send their
children to a col
lege that invites or
accepts Japanese
students, he wrote
to Gov. Sam Ford,
asking him to halt
a proposal to per
mit their transfer
to the school.

Four of those arrested — Raymond
Hiroshi Hirai, Genji George Yamaguchi,
Bill Kenji Tanabe and Sokichi Harry
K ashim oto — were shipped to Fort
Missoula for hearings.
Edward Ennis, chief counsel for the
Immigration Service, appointed Missoula
lawyers E.C. Mulroney and Howard Toole
to hear the cases, along with Bert Fraser,
who by then was the officer in charge at
Fort Missoula. Both Mulroney and Toole
had already served on hearing boards
investigating the loyalty of Japanese
detained at Fort Missoula.
Six months earlier Toole had tried to
keep Japanese students from enrolling in
college in M issoula. Montanans won’t
want to send their children to a college
that invites or accepts Japanese students,
he wrote to Gov. Sam Ford, asking him to
halt a proposal to permit their transfer to
the school. “ It is pretty generally felt that
the American-educated Japanese have
been largely responsible for the strategical
advantage that the Japs have had over us
in this war,” Toole noted.

N
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e v e r t h e l e ss ,

T o o le, M ulroney

and Fraser conducted what
records suggest were unbiased
hearings for the four, though they were
hampered by no direct access to witnesses
other than the accused. They relied on
reports prepared by the government and
the testimony of the four men.
At the conclusion of their work, board
members expressed their frustration with
the quality of the WRA investigation, say

ing it was neither careful, nor analytic, nor
complete. Members cited obvious inaccu
racies in the investigative reports. They
also scoffed at characterizations about
Hashimoto, described as “ having a rather
fearful and almost vicious countenance,
with very flashing and penetrating eyes.”
The board, in effect, threw up its hands
and asked the WRA to conduct a better
investigation. Almost a year after their
arrest, the four men were still at Fort
Missoula, prompting Fraser to send a let
ter to Ennis, asking for a resolution of
their case. Fraser said the four were
among the hardest workers at the camp.
“ I therefore cannot understand why
these men should be such dangerous trou
blemakers at Manzanar and such model
internees at Fort Missoula,” he wrote.
Fraser also demonstrated the humane
attitude that was characteristic of the offi
cials at Fort Missoula.
“ If these men are not paroled,” he
added, “ I certainly feel that immediate
action should be taken to permit Genji
Yamaguchi to be joined with his family, as
he has patiently waited for months, and
his wife has three small babies, which nat
urally worries him considerably.”
Camp records do not show the resolu
tion of these cases. Within six months the
Fort M issoula camp would close. The
Italians were permitted to work outside
the camp while awaiting repatriation. The
250 Japanese at Fort Missoula in March
1943 were sent to a camp in Santa Fe,
N.M., to patiently wait out confinement
for the duration of the war.
m jr
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When judges want courtroom doors open
Shedding more light on youthful offenders doesn't
necessarily lead to more coverage by the news media
By G ary M oseman

WO YEARS AGO, THE DOORS TO MONTANA’S YOUTH COURTS

T

were opened in a policy shift aimed at treating young

adult court, they are not
treated as public docu
ments.
this ray of sunshine in a traditionally dark corner of the justice
Chief Juvenile Probation
system came not from frustrated news reporters, as one might
Officer Dick Boutilier esti
mates that only about 4 per
expect, but rather from the officials who are charged with exercent of criminal complaints
again st C ascade County
cising control over those court proceed juveniles result in the filing of public
charges.
ings: judges and prosecutors.
Before the 1995 amendments to the
While “consent adjustments” are com
Youth Court Act, the public was allowed monly used to resolve such minor matters
information only when charges were filed as truancies, vandalism and theft,,the law
with the clerk of court alleging a serious allows these written agreements to be used
offense a crime that would be punishable to impose probation, and, with the con
sent of a judge, to require detention and
as a felony in adult proceedings.
This limited public access was easily restitution and to resolve felony cases.
But in practice that’s not done, accord
circumvented. Serious crimes could be and
were plea-bargain ed down to lesser ing to a judge who was a prime mover
behind the 1995 amendments. “I think it’s
charges to avoid public disclosure. 1
Reversing decades of secrecy in youth very unlikely that a serious matter would
court, the 1995 Legislature responded to be handled that w ay,” said M issoula
climbing juvenile crime rates by making District Court Judge John Larson. “With
public most court proceedings and docu violent crimes I see no reasonable prospect
ments, including those relating to misde any of those would be hushed up.”
G ary M oseman is the
Yellowstone County Attorney Dennis
meanors.
managing editor of the
Despite effecting landmark openness in P axin os, testifying before the 1995
Great Falls Tribune. He
the youth court itself, the 1995 changes Legislature on behalf of the Montana
is the 1997 recipient of
leave most juvenile criminal matters secret. County Attorneys Association, favored the
the Montana Freedom of
The
Youth Court Act carries over from amendments opening proceedings. He
Information Award.
prior law procedures that allow com viewed the prospect of publicity as part of
plaints against juveniles to be resolved a young crim in al’s punishm ent.
without the filing of charges. The law per Historically, he said, “The whole idea of
mits probation and “ assessment” officers keeping confidential youth records was
to enter into “ consent ad ju stm en ts.” that youth make mistakes, so let’s not
Although these written documents are brand them and taint them for the rest of
analogous to plea-bargain agreements in their lives.” But youth crime has “changed
dramatically in the last 25 years,” he said.
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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“This bill would introduce the element of
shame.” 2
In his 1995 testimony before the Senate
Ju d iciary Com m ittee, Judge Larson
focused in part on the public’s constitu
tionally guaranteed right to know: The
legislation has the benefit, he testified, “of
advising the community about the serious
ness of this problem. The general person
on the street does not realize the level to
which juvenile crime has risen and may
help with community support of preven
tion projects needed.” 3

That appears to be the rule at other
daily newspapers in the state, too. The
Bozeman Chronicle, for example, is “ fair
ly flexible” when it comes to more serious
crimes, according to editor Bill Wilke.
“There’s a threshold where the juvenile
crime becomes egregious enough” that
coverage is necessary, he said.
The Billings Gazette's policy on juvenile
felonies focuses on news value. “We pick
and choose what we think is newswor
thy,” courts reporter Nick Ehli said. The
changes in the law have “cleared up the
access,” he said, “ but court clerks and
h e 1995 c h a n g e s b r o u g h t f u l l
police don’t always know that.”
circle the concept of openness in
Still, he said, juvenile justice records are
M ontana juvenile court. Early no longer much of a problem. “ It’s much
Montana law did not require secrecybetter
in
in Youth Court than in District
juvenile criminal cases, although judges C ourt,” he said. “ The public defender
were given discretion to close trials to the doesn’t try to close up all of them.”
public. In the 1940s, the Legislature enact
The M issoulian, too, judges felonies
ed mandatory closure laws that remained case by case. “ We don’t do all of any
in effect until 1961, when the Legislature th in g ,” said M ichael M oore, courts
opened proceedings in felony cases.
reporter for the Missoula daily. “The same
The drive to open felony proceedings standard I have in general holds for juve
was led by the late District Court Judge niles.”
Lester H. Loble of H elena, who had
The Montana Standard in Butte also is
“established a national reputation for his selective about which felonies it will cover.
tough stance on handling juvenile offend “ Generally we try not to run them (juve
ers and his insistence that their names be a niles’ names),” managing editor Drew Van
matter of public record.”4
Fossen said. “The thinking is that it was
With variations enacted by successive just a mistake they made. ... We err on the
legislatures, this law prevailed until 1995. side of being human.” But, like the others,
M issou la County p rosecutor Karen the Standard will print juvenile offenders’
Townsend describes the 1995 amendments names, and it will be the news value that is
to the Youth Court Act as “ a complete the key determinant in the decision.
shift from confidentiality to presumptive
It’s not always easy, said Dan Black,
openness.” 5
editor of the Kalispell Inter Lake, but “we
The 1995 amendments do not appear publish things there’s an interest in. We
to have spurred drastic changes in press just do it in terms of compelling news
coverage of juvenile crime. The Great Falls interest.”
Tribune applies the same standard to juve
In the view of two of Montana’s busiest
niles as it applies to adults when it comes Youth Court judges, Larson and Cascade
to misdemeanors. If a fine exceeds $100 or County D istrict C ourt Jud ge M arge
a sentence includes jail time, the final dis Johnson, the new approach is working
position generally gets a paragraph on the well. “Judges are always accused of trying
records page, in small type, listing the to keep things closed,” Larson said, “ but
offender’s name, address and punishment. here’s an instance where it’s the other way
The Tribune appears to be the only daily around.”
in the state that routinely publishes infor
The opening of Youth Court squares
mation on all misdemeanors.
with Montanans’ constitutional right to
To avoid needlessly stigmatizing youth know about the activities of their govern
ful la wbreakers, particularly first-time ment. The 1995 legislative amendments
offenders, the Tribune does not routinely recognize the value of and need for public
publish stories on felonies committed by awareness and involvement in court pro
juveniles, says executive editor Jim ceedings. “ It gets at accountability,
Strauss. The exceptions, probably one or responsibility and community support,”
two a month, are cases in which the news Larson said.
mjr
value of the crime merits coverage, he said.
26
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1 1995 Legislative History of
House Bill 429, testimony of
Missoula District Court Judge
John Larson before the Senate
Judiciary Committee March 13,
1995; page 16 of 28.
2 Ibid., testimony of Paxinos.
3 Ibid., testimony of Larson.
4 Legislative History,, Exhibit
No. 4, written testimony of Mike
Voeller, lobbyist for the Lee
Newspapers o f Montana and
former editor of the Helena
Independent Record.
5 This description comes from
research materials prepared by
Deputy Missoula County
Attorney Karen Townsend , who
participated with the author in a
panel discussion of openness in
the juvenile justice system, spon
sored April 12, 1997, by the
Schools of Journalism and Law,
the FOI Hotline and SPJ. Also on
the panel were University of
Montana legal counsel David
Aronofsky and UM law student
Ed Zink.
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Mayan Souls

The crowd
looks up at the
effigy of Jesus
during a pro
cession in San
Antonio Aguas
Calientes.
Easter proces
sions take place
all over the
country, during
Semana Santa,
Holy Week.
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In Tikal National Park,

the
spectacular pyramid temples of the
mighty Mayans cast shadows over the
jungle of El Peten. Once Mayans had a
flourishing empire. Today’s Mayans
suffer inhumane acts of terror and live
in poverty. Yet, they have not forgotten
the Mayan soul — pride, dignity and
the faith in God.
Located about six miles south-west
of Antigua, a Mayan village called San
Antonio Aguas Calientes nestles in the
bosom of the mountains. Brick or bam
boo houses with zinc roofs stand side
by side. Concrete crosses by the
unpaved streets watch over people,
some of whom are barefoot, passing by.
Everybody know everybody else, and I
am the only “ Chinese” in town.
All Asians are Chinese here, and
that’s OK. In Japan, most foreigners are
Americans, regardless of their true
nationalities. So, I enjoy being Chinita
for three months.
The evening walk is my favorite pas
time because people often call me into
their houses. Some want to sell beauti
ful woven clothes and usually lose inter

est in me as soon as they find out that I
won’t buy anything. Others seem to like
having Chinita to ask about the world
they have never been to and about
things they never seen.
“Tell us about life in America. Do
you eat tortillas? Have you seen the
Statue of Liberty? What do you do as a
Buddhist?” Then, “What’s snow like?”
A tough question.
Spending time with a family of five
children, I wonder how they can be so
calm despite the hard circumstances
they face. The family lives in a rented
house, sharing one room, one bed and
one hammock. At night, the cool air
slips in through the gaps in between the
wooden walls. Their earnings, less than
$4 a day from a coffee plantation, don’t
give them much choice of how they live.
Yet, they are generous, and offered to
buy bread for me when I was starving in
the plantation. They are rich in spirit.
After each meal, they thank everyone
at the table. Starting with God, the list
of thank-yous continues — thank you
father, thank you mother, thank you
Armando, thank you Estefana, thank
you Flora, thank you Ronal, thank you
Jose, etc. This practice helps me remem
ber the word for thank you in
Cakchiquel, which is “ matiox.”
This is one of 51 languages in
Guatemala. Although those who grew
up during the time of oppression do not
speak it very much, the language makes
up an important part of their identities.

Now, children are encouraged to learn
it in school.
The Chicago Bulls’ cap is taking the
place of the traditional men’s hat. The
Macarena and the Power Rangers dom
inate TV. Yet life here still revolves
around the Mayan soul. They have
pride and dignity as Mayan descen
dants, and most of all, they are thankful
for life. They have peace of mind. In the
eyes of Chinita, they are in God’s great
care.

T ext

and photos

By

Yukari Usuda
BelowrThe candle light flickers at church
in Chichicastenango. A devout woman
practices Mayan-Christian rites, occasion
ally pouring alcohol on petals spread on a
stone slab.

Below: A farmer tends his cows while cultivating the land near San Antonio Aguas
Calientes. In the rainy season, this field will be submerged in knee-deep water.

Y ukari Usuda is a
graduate student at
the University of
Montana School of
Journalism
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Above: The
morning air
smells of burning
wood, and carries
the rhythm of
tortillas being
slapped into
shape.
A wedding is
coming to
Comalapa in two
days, and neigh
bors have been
helping the
groom’s family
since dawn.
Now it’s time
for breakfast.
Women are bak
ing tortillas on a
platter called a
Comal.

I

Above: Santiago Atitulan is the largest Mayan town among the seven situated on the shore of Lake
Atitulan. Fishing is the main source of income for local residents.
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The good, the bad and the ugly
Mountains o f bills, manipulative representatives and
damage control are all a part o f covering the legislature
By D an N ailen

o r a r e p o r t e r , c o v e r in g t h e

F

9 0 - day , b ie n n ia l M o n t a n a

Legislature is a unique challenge involving countless

committee hearings, a few 14-hour days and over 1,000

pieces of legislation. It’s essentially an endurance contest, a

“ It’s like having a dozen
balls in the air at the same
marathon for lawmakers and reporters alike. At its most basic,
tim e,” Anez says.. “ You
the session is like one big city council meeting, with a wider
choose which ones you’re
going to catch, and hope
variety of personalities. There is an air of importance and
someone else catches the
others.”
earnestness surrounding the people in the
M ost reporters agree that the
capital and the work they do.
Republican dominated legislature resulted
The 1997 session was covered, gavel to in few surprises or unexpected big scoops,
gavel and then some, by 14 reporters in which Anez and Johnson both say made
the capital every day, plus a few from covering the capital less interesting than in
around the state who dropped by for the sessions past.
occasional hearing or a particular floor
However, issues and bills affecting every
debate. For some, the session was old hat; conceivable aspect of life in Montana were
for others, including myself, it was a considered this winter, and reporting on
brand-new experience.
those bills — the good, the bad and the
There is little in the way of past experi ugly — is the centerpiece of a capital
ence that can prepare a reporter for what reporter’s experience.
he or she encounters the first day in
The AP and Lee state bureaus concen
Helena. Stacks of bills up to six inches trated, and often coordinated, their efforts
thick fill your mailbox daily, and from the on the daily reporting of statewide issues,
get-go there are up to ten different com while the G reat Falls Tribune and
mittees meeting on a given day, each hear Bozeman Chronicle reporters seemed to
D an N ailen received his
ing three or four bills.
do more enterprise stories than hearing
master’s degree in
Trying
to
choose
the
best
story
and
the
stories.
journalism from the
ones
that
readers
need
to
know
about
is
University of Montana in
the greatest challenge for a capital
a d io a n d TV r e p o r t e r s h a d a
1997. He reported on
reporter.
Veteran
legislature
reporters
like
unique problem. Sometimes there
the 1997 legislative ses
the Associated Press’ Bob Anez and Chuck
.was much more news than they
sion for the Community
News Service.
Johnson of the Lee N ew spapers state could fit in their allotted time slot, other
bureau have a historical perspective to times it was hard to find a worthwhile
help determine what the biggest issues are, two-minute story.
but even the novices only need a few
Paul Bergen, the capital correspondent
weeks before they can look at a daily com for the M ontana Television Network,
mittee schedule and find the stories.
worked his first full session this year after
covering half the 1995 session. He says he
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss26/1
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tried to concentrate on one good story a
day, rather than five or six like he did in
1995.
“The second time around, you know
the big issues, you know what the big
debate of the day is,” Bergen says. “ Now
I’m more frugal with tape, not rolling
every second of every testimony.”
n fact ,

I

B er g e n , A n ez and J o h n so n

are concerned that Montanans may
actually get overwhelmed by too much
legislative reporting. All three reporters
note the insular nature of capital work,
and the danger of getting too wrapped up
in “ inside baseball.” It’s true that if you
cover the Legislature for any amount of
time, your vocabulary changes into jour
nalistic wonk-speak.
Bergen adds that the day-to-day grind
of covering debates and hearing constant
political rhetoric can desensitize a reporter
to the controversial issues he’s reporting.
Committee hearings on abortion and
obscenity this year packed some intense
testimony and graphic imagery that many
people would not want to see on the
evening news or read about over break
fast.
One issue that affected every reporter in
Helena this year is the closed-door policy
currently in effect for the party caucuses.
A lawsuit by 22 news organizations to
open the private strategy meetings is
before the state Supreme Court, following
a 1995 District Court ruling that the pre
session caucuses must welcome the media,
while in-session caucuses
do not have to.
Politicians argue that the
meetings are private,
designed to discuss political
philosophy, and therefore
should not be open to the
public. Media lawyers say
the closed caucuses violate
the Montana Constitution’s
“ right-to-know ” p ro vi
sions, and any meeting by
elected officials, in a public
building and on the public’s
dime to discuss public poli
cy, should be open.
There’s no question that
allowing the media into the
caucuses would constitute a
major change in doing busi
ness in the capital. The par
ties use the caucuses to
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

orchestrate their votes and arguments for
the full-floor sessions, and a media pres
ence would reveal what votes are based on
genuine philosophical differences with the
opposition, and what votes are done as
political retribution.
If the Supreme Court decides to let the
media in, the arm-twisting and deal-mak
ing would likely just move to private meet
ings and phone calls, but every capital
reporter says they want access to the
closed doors they encountered all winter.
Anez says that if the meetings do go
underground as a result, the parties could
be breaking the law. “They’d be defying
the court by meeting elsewhere,” Anez
says. “The court would have said, This is
what the Constitution requires.’”
KUFM’s Nicole Perusich, covering her
first session, agrees with Anez, saying,
“This is a public process, in a public area,
and they’re making decisions that affect
the entire public. The closed caucuses
should not be done at the capital.”
From my perspective, the closed causes
are typical of the relationship between the
press and the elected officials in Helena.
When a reporter might be helpful for a
particular legislator’s bill or argument, the
lawmakers seek you out to give you a
“great story.” At the same time, the legis
lature doesn’t want the press to know
everything. If a lawmaker decides you
made them or one of their bills look bad,
you’re guaranteed to hear about it later.
The Bozeman Chronicle’s Tracy Ellig,
reporting on his first session, says the rare

Reporters covering the leg
islature listen and take
notes as a bill is consid
ered.
Photo

by

K im S kornogoski
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“I think it's fine
if the subjects o f
the stories com
plain. That's the
way it works up
here. "
—Tracy Ellig,

Bozeman Chronicle

grumbling he’s heard about his stories are
mainly subjective complaints, not objec
tive. He says he’s actually gotten a little
concerned that more people weren’t com
plaining about his work. “ I think it’s fine
if the subjects of stories complain,” Ellig
says. “That’s the way it works up here.”
Perusich says the attitude of legislators
toward the press has often been a frustrat
ing component of the session. She heard
complaints by some of the Republican
majority that the press was only covering
the “ big” issues, and ignoring the little
ones that affect “ real Montanans.” She
was also told that those same big issues
weren’t really that big until the press sen
sationalized them.
“ Sometimes I’ve been really put off by
some of their attitudes toward the press,”
Perusich says. “ I think they forget what a
necessary part we are to the session, and
to the public.”

W

HILE MOST OF THE CAPITAL

Representatives and
reporters work side by side
on the chamber floor.
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reporters say the session was a
smooth one, I had one bumpy
week. When work
ing on my weekly
stories, I generally
concentrated on one
main to p ic—the
environment, correc
tions, budget issues,
etc. Early in the ses
sion, the governor’s
office and legislative
accoun tants were
$64 million apart on
how much money
there would be to
spend.
After
Republican leaders
asked the budget
subcom m ittees to
cut $32 million from
Racicot’s proposal, I
did a story on what
items in the gover
nor’s original spend
ing plan might get
the axe.
I went to each
su b c o m m itte e ’ s
accountant
and
asked for examples
of cuts that had
already been made
in the preliminary process, and those that
were likely to be made in the future. As I

talked to one of the accountants in his
office, he looked at some paperwork and
saw that his com mittee had actually
increased the spending Racicot proposed
in one area.
“ It’s C hristm as in Jan uary for the
Department of Agriculture,” he remarked.
When the story came out a week later,
the chairman of his committee apparently
got upset at the “ partisanship” of the
quote, and the accountant reacted by
claiming he had never said it. Then his
boss, the Legislative Fiscal Analyst, called
me to his office to tell me I had supposedly
made up the quote. When I told him the
accountant had said it during an interview,
with just the two of us in an office, the
LFA folks said they believed their guy.
that
he may have said “ It’s Christmas in
Jan u ary for the Departm ent of
Agriculture,” but that he had said it to
another staffer, and I must have been
eavesdropping. By the end of the session,
the story had changed again, and someone
else was saying it
to the source
when I “ over
heard an offhand
ed remark.”
R egardless of
the fact that I got
the quote during a
one-on-one inter
view, me with
notebook in hand
and him with bud
get estim ates on
hand, I still had to
learn the art of
credibility damage
control, an experi
ence as new as co
vering the capital.
O verall, I
think I was able to
get virtually all
the information I
wanted and need
ed for my stories,
as a new face
working for a vir
tually unknown
wire service. It’s
probably
the
biggest lesson I
learned: there’s always a way to get the
information you need.
mjr
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Filmmaker heaves video grenades
Gene Bernofsky fights a guerilla documentary war
against Montana mining companies
By B ill P latt

G

ene

B e r n o f s k y h a d b e e n s t a n d in g be sid e t h e P h e l p s -

Dodge booth at the county fair talking to people for a
couple of hours when five Missoula policemen walked

he knew that I had been
up and surrounded him. “ Four o f them are huge and one
o f set up.”
totally
In fact, the woman in the
them is b ig,” he said, with the gleeful dram a o f an expe
booth was right. Video is
rienced storyteller. “ The biggest cop, the ten-footer, he
Bernofsky’s weapon. He has
been making films for more
says, ‘Sir, do you have a w eapon in your p ack ?’ Then he
than 30 years, and has been
fighting a guerrilla docu
said, ‘The lady in that booth,’ and he mentary war against mining companies in
points to the woman who is running the Montana for more than a decade, all on
Phelps-Dodge booth, ‘She says you have a his own time and mostly with his own
bomb. Do you have a bomb in that resources. He runs his own production
company, Worldwide Film Expedition, out
pack?” ’
After a few moments Bernofsky decid of his Mount Avenue house.
“ You could say I believe in revolution
ed making the police go for a search war
rant wouldn’t do anyone any good. He through the barrel of a lens,” he said dur
took off the pack and opened it for the ing a backyard conversation beside a fence
police. Inside they found 20 or 30 copies covered with “ Danger” and “ Keep Out”
of “ A River Cries,” Bernofsky’s documen signs he has swiped from mine sites across
tary denunciation of the open pit gold Montana.
His brand of video activism would not
mine Phelps-Dodge has proposed for
Lincoln at the headwaters of the Blackfoot be possible without the equipment avail
River. He had been giving away copies of able from Montana Community Access
his video to anyone who was interested. Television (MCAT), which he calls the
Many of the people he spoke to at the fair only truly dem ocratic medium in
Bill Platt has written for
had just come from the mining company Missoula. Using an e-mail mailing list, he
the Montana Standard,
booth where they could check out the makes his work available to thousands of
the Boston Globe and the
model of the recreational lake the compa public access broadcasters. Stations as far
Associated Press. He is a
ny
has planned for the mine site after the flung as Milwaukee and Brooklyn have
graduate student in
shown his work.
cyanide
heap leach work is done.
broadcast journalism at
“ I don’t want to have anything to do
Satisfied, the police left him to exer
the University
cise his con stitu tion al rights, but with the establishment media. They’re full
of Montana.
Bernofsky had the last word: “ I said ‘You of shit. They just want to get to people to
should go and arrest those people in that sell them something,” he said. “I’m lucky.
booth because they’re telling lies and they I’ve been able to avoid personal issues of
are big-time criminals,’ and this one cop, compromise. I’ve always had this insane
who knew that what I was saying was the idea that I wanted to keep what I cared
truth, he had this big grin on his face like about separate from making a living.”
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“ You could say I believe in
revolution through the
barrel of a lens,”
Bernofsky said during a
backyard conversation
beside a fence covered
with “ Danger” and “ Keep
Out” signs he has swiped
from mine sites across
Montana.

He has
a day job
as a postal
w orker in
M is s o u la
and makes
film s be
cause if he
sees some
thing that
galls him,
he can’t let
it slide.
“ I think
partially

it’s in my
genetic

“I think partially
it’s in my genetic
makeup. I see
something that
pisses me o ff and
I ’m like a
nuclear reactor”
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m akeup. I
see something that pisses me off and I’m
like a nuclear reactor,” he said
Maybe there is something to genetics.
His father fought in the Abraham Lincoln
brigade during the Spanish Civil War.
Bernofsky worked for many years as a
welder and boilermaker and says he devel
oped strong class consciousness during his
years traveling the country as a union iron
worker. The Brooklyn native came to
Montana to fight fire for the Forest Service
in 1959, and settled here with his wife and
three children in the 1980s.

H

IS MOST RECENT WORK IS “ RED

T h under,” the story of the
Assiniboin and Gros Ventre peo
ple’s fight against another expansion at the
Zortm an-Landusky mine in the Little
Rockies. In the film tribal members from
the Fort Belknap Reservation tell about
water running red in showers and sinks,
about watching as both the Milk and
Missouri Rivers were poisoned by illegal
mine wastewater discharged from the
Zortman complex, and about the pain of
seeing the place where their people have
lived for thousands of years literally
stripped raw and dumped into waste piles.
These personal stories carry the entire
film. Bernofsky uses no other narration
and no music.
Since 1979 the state has granted 15
expan sion perm its to the Z ortm anLandusky mine (named after two men
who began an illegal gold mine on the
reservation in 1894). Pegasus Corp. and
Zortman have applied for another 1,000acre expansion that will include an 80-million ton cyanide heap leach pile. Tribal
members talk about the mine as a cancer

on their community. It feels like eaves
dropping as they agonize over this loom
ing threat to their land and culture.
Bernofsky spent a week at the Fort
Belknap Reservation with his friend Terry
Jimmerson shooting “ Red Thunder.” They
collected about 15 hours of video and
spent three weeks in the MCAT (missoula
Community Access Television) studio edit
ing it down to a 24-minute documentary.
The whole production cost about $600
including g a s, food, and videotape.
Production values may be low, he said, but
the message has its own power.
“ I w anted to focus on what these
Indians were saying and get the idea that
these are real human beings,” Bernofsky
said. “These are not cigar store Indians.
These people care about the mountain. I
mean, it’s their mother. When he says it’s
sacred that’s real. It’s their church.
“What the mining corp’s doing is like
som eone going into St. Anthony’s
(Church) and smearing it with feces.”
The message was powerful enough to
grab the attention of the judges at the
International Wildlife Film Festival. This
year “ Red Thunder” won a merit award
for awareness of an environmental problem.
“This shows the festival still has grass
roots values, otherwise this would never
have happened for me,” Bernofsky said.
He relishes the chance to get the mes
sage out to the kind of international audi
ence the Missoula festival attracts.
“ These white people here, National
Geographic and the BBC, let them see
what happens out there with the Indian
people. Guilt is a powerful thing,” he said.
“ My point is easy. I want Pegasus out of
the Little Rocky Mountains.”
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In fact it was C harles Jo n k el, the
founder of the film festival, who first con
vinced Bernofsky to switch from film to
video 15 years ago. Jonkel told him an
independent film maker can’t survive with
the cost of film. Video is much easier to
work with and distribute, which fit well
with Bernofsky’s activist strategy.
He started making experimental movies
in the ’50s when he tried to film the
progress on a canvas he was painting.
When he finished that project he gave up
brushes and pigment for the camera. His
early films were abstract, a mix of beat
poetry and surreal imagery. Then some
where along the line something changed.
“ I used to think I could get satisfaction
from exploring personal expression,” he
said. “Then I realized that’s bullshit. I’ll
wind up with my head up my own ass. I
have to forget about this kind of ego busi
ness and try to make a contribution.”
He turned to activist documentaries.
Looking around for some deserving ene
mies, he found the mining companies. He
leaves no question about his.opinion of
the mining industry.
“They’re major, big, ugly giants. I mean
they are the original dirty industry.
They’ve hurt people, they’ve hurt the land
— everything just for greed,” he said.
His strategy is to get to a story early,
when a mining corporation is first starting
on a project. He said he realizes he can’t
put out a high-production piece. His goal
is to put together what he calls “ a reason
able piece of media” that will get the mes
sage out. Once he has a project he will go
to the site and do all his shooting in a cou
ple of days, and then hit the MCAT studio
to put it together. If he can get hundreds of
copies out, then other people pick up the
cause and go with it, he said. Usually his
videos end with addresses of groups peo
ple can write to, to get involved.
1991 B e r n o f s k y m a d e t h e f il m
“ Undermining Yellow stone” about
Noranda Mineral’s plan for an open pit
gold mine ju st outside Yellow stone
National Park. He dramatized the mine’s
threat to the community, the land and the
environment by personifying each. In turn,
a fishing guide standing beside the
Yellowstone River, a grizzly bear biologist
in the an im al’s canyon habitat, and a
woman from Cooke City outside a restau
rant and gift shop in town each speak pas
sionately about what is at stake. As coun
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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terpoint Bernofsky interviews a geologist
from the mining company who points to a
topographic map and describes the mine
as if it were on another planet.
Since 1991 Noranda Mineral’s project
has come under increasing criticism, and
late in 1996 President Clinton pledged to
stop it. The fate of the federal plan to buy
out the mining company’s interest in the
site is still uncertain, but Bernofsky says he
believes “ Undermining Yellowstone” did
what it was supposed to do.
“That thing just took off. We got thou
sands of copies out everywhere and people
really picked up on it,” he said. “I think
we had a major impact.”
While Bernofsky has a message, he still
experiments with abstract expression. He
says he tries to break out of the formula in
every film. In his 1996 film “Abandoned,”
he examines some of the more than 6,000
abandoned mine and mill sites in
Montana, listing the dangerous elements,
like arsenic and cadmium, in the waste
rock and the nasty things these can do to
the human body. Bernofsky counters each
mine site segment with a reading from
Lazaris Ercker’s “Treatise on Ores and
Assaying,” a 16th-century Czech work on
mining. During the Ercker segments the
camera pans over renaissance woodcuts of
mining work. In “A.b.c. (America before
c a r s),” another of Bernofsky’s more
abstract films, the camera explores figures
in an outdoor folk sculpture garden. The
video lingers over animals, the crucifixion,
and a mother with child. Over these
images we hear callers describing their car
problems to the Car Talk radio guys.
Working on the media fringe is not a
hindrance to getting his message out,
Bernofsky said. His independence makes
his message possible. He said he believes
the commercial forces at work in the
media trickle down to every level, so even
the best reporters and videographers can’t
escape the influence of publishers or busi
ness interests on their work.
“The mainstream media is very power
ful. They are big corps themselves. They
have their heads in everybody’s home and
their mouth in everybody’s ear,” he said.
But people aren’t stupid, he said, so he
takes his fight to the streets, or the fair, as
need be. The lady in the Phelps-Dodge
booth had reason for concern about the
explosive power of his videos.
“ I consider these bullets,” Bernofsky
said.“I consider these bazooka shells.” mjr

“The main
stream media is
very powerful.
They have their
heads in every
body's home and
their mouth in
everybody's ear/'
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Paper chase
Montana’s young journalists are jumping from paper
to paper to out-of-state paper.
S t o r y a n d p h o t o s By K im S k o r n o g o s k i

A

fter graduating from the

U niversity of M ontana

School of Journalism, Bill Heisel Jr. floated from a

Great Falls Tribune internship to a job with the

Erin Billings began work
ing at the Montana Stan
dard two days after gradu
Standard in Butte, where he worked for a year and a half as the
ating from UM in 1995.
Her search for a new job
Anaconda reporter. Now, he’s a bureau began a month after accepting that posi
reporter at the Yakima Herald in Yakima, tion.
Wash.
“ The people were talented enough,”
“ It’s just about position,” said Heisel. said Billings, now in the Lee Newspaper
“ If I was going to play the transplantation Helena bureau. “ But there was no one
game I’d better get in a good location right really to learn from. All the staffers were
off the bat.”
either my age or they were not from
There is nothing unusual about Heisel’s Montana.
story.
“ It was a problem from the get go. I
He is just one of Montana’s young crop didn’t feel like I was walking into a chal
of journalists who are bouncing from job lenge.”
to job, looking for experience at small
In Billings’ three months, she felt the
newspapers before moving on to larger pressure of turnover.
papers with bigger circulations and better
“There were too few reporters, too few
pay.
resources,” Billings said. “We didn’t have
When Heisel left the Butte Standard, its time to develop any stories, so we ended
staff barely resembled the one he knew up writing fluff pieces.
when he first arrived.
“There was a definite hole, a definite
Only four people have worked on the deficiency that we had to fill every day.
Standard news staff for more than two With greater demands, the people got
years. The others count their time in crankier and more stressed. It got to the
months.
point where it was just ‘hire somebody’ so
K im S kornogoski
The paper is now asking new reporters we don’t have to cover for it anymore.”
is a senior at the UM
to give two-year, verbal contracts, hoping
The Butte job offered Billings the
School of Journalism. She
to
slow
down
this
revolving
door.
chance
to stay in Montana and a chance
is a news editor for the
“
If
you
want
a
superstar
career
the
only
to
avoid
the “ big move” right away, but
Montana Kaimin and has
thing to do is to cut ties and move on,” it’s a move she knows will come and will
interned at the Havre
Daily News and at the
Heisel said. “ To become a New York come soon.
Reporters Committee for
Times reporter, you’re going to have to
“I’ll stay here for a couple more years,”
Freedom of the Press in
jump around. (The newspapers) under said Billings, who admits that she doesn’t
Washington, D.C.
stand you’re going to leave. You can’t stay see herself ever working for any paper for
on in one place while opportunities pass more than 10 years. “ But I’ll definitely
you by.”
have to leave the state. There’s no where
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss26/1
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Associated Press. Six months later he landed at the Montana
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Erin Billings
likes working
in Helena, for
right now. But
soon she
knows she’ll
be heading
out-of-state.

else to go. The only other options are the
AP and the Trib and that would be a later
al move.”
Drew Van Fossen, editor of the
Montana Standard for the past two years,
said the urge to leave hits young journal
ists the hardest.
“For young journalists, they use us for
their first job,” Van Fossen said. “ You can
say that especially about UM graduates.
Essentially, you get used as a post-gradua
tion training ground. Some go to weeklies,
some go to dailies.
“ Quite frankly I’m proud of our record.
We’ve got a good reputation, and our
reporters are going on to get better jobs at
bigger papers. We’ve never lost reporters
because they were simply dissatisfied with
the job. I wish we could hold on to our
reporters, but I understand why they’re
leaving. T here’s a shortage of good
reporters, and the big papers are recruiting
heavily.”
Brian Kennedy, editor and publisher of
the Hungry Horse News for 18 years, said
for weeklies the revolving door policy has
been the only policy.
“It’s not new,” he said. “I’ve had people
last seven years, and people last seven
months. It’s not a trend, it’s the way it is.
I’m hopeful with everyone I hire. I’m
hopeful they’ll stay, but time has shown
that just doesn’t happen.”
From interviewing sources to pasting
up pages, each of Kennedy’s staff members
has a hand in the weekly paper every step
of the way. This translates into good expe
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

rience for energetic journalists but not nec
essarily into good careers.
“ Someone could learn a lot here,” he
said. “Whether it be taking pictures, lay
ing out pages or editing copy rather than
just writing stories. I don’t know about a
career though. If you live in a small town
you find yourself doing the same stories
every year.”
fat
ter paycheck that entices young
journalists to move on, especially
recent graduates facing the debt that
comes with four years of college.
“You can’t live on what they pay you,”
Heisel said. “ If you have accumulated
debt or you want a newer car you simply
can’t live on what they pay you.”
Billings said journalists know when
they sign on the pay isn’t a selling point.
“If you’re doing something you love to
do then you don’t mind putting in the
hours, motivating yourself to go to work
every day for no money,” she said. “ You
got to make people stay. Make it a place
they want to work. Challenge them daily.”
Standardized computer programs are
making training and transition smoother
for job hoppers whether they’re moving
within or out of Montana.
But while training time might be
shrinking, recruiting time and the time it
takes to get to know sources isn’t, leaving
papers short-staffed and short stories.
“If you’re always recruiting then when
you’re looking you’re always short-handut it ’ s also th e appeal of a

B

“It’s not a trend,
it’s the way it is.
I’m hopeful with
everyone I hire.
I’m hopeful
they’ll stay, but
time has shown
that just doesn’t
happen. ”
—Brian Kennedy
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ed,” Van Fossen said.
Turnover might not be a problem at the
“ It takes some time to Tribune and similar-sized Montana news
develop beats and papers, but even continuity has its own
sources. In some com drawbacks.
munities people don’t
“ If a newspaper’s stagnant then it can
trust newcomers. If be a problem ,” Strauss said. “ In most
you don’t know the cases the overwhelming majority wants to
community, if you stay at the Great Falls Tribune, but they
don’t have some back also want to grow and move on as jour
ground, you may not nalists. So it’s our responsibility to work
get the story.”
with each staffer to help them reach the
In M ontana the next level.
problem is magnified
“It’s a challenge to help your staff move
because of the tenden on to the next level. Not necessarily pro
cy to bar outsiders, motions or moving to management, but
especially in smaller within their own positions and skills,” he
communities.
said. “ Turnover may be a greater chal
“ The people of lenge than what we face, but it’s still a
Butte expect to know challenge.”
the reporters,” Heisel
said. “They’re used "to
HILE MANY YOUNG journalists
being covered a lot,
are bouncing from job to job
little society notes or
Lee bureau reporter Kathy
events. And they’ re McLaughlin said she is content to avoid
used to having people this paper chase.
from Butte covering it.
After taking a weekend reporting
“Not only are peo internship at the Missoulian, McLaughlin
ple not from there, was hired by the Great Falls Tribune. But
they can ’t establish it wasn’t until a stint at USA Today that
any roots because they’re coming and she realized she wanted to return to
going so fast.”
Montana and stay there.
But editors admit that high turnover
“ I don’t see myself leaving in the near
isn’t all together bad.
future, or even the distant future.”
High turnover means a lower payroll
McLaughin came back for the moun
for many papers because reporters don’t tains and the skies and the people. She
stay long enough to get many raises. New said her current position in Lee’s Helena
reporters also bring “ fresh blood,” energy bureau is the most satisfying job she’s had.
and ambition to the table.
Still McLaughlin feels the pressure to
But not all papers see yearly turnover, leave and sees the raised eyebrows when
and not all young journalists are ready to she tells people that Montana is where she
take flight.
wants to be in 10 years.
In the last two years, the Great Falls
“There is definitely that stigma that if
Tribune had one full-time staffer leave for you don’t go then you haven’t made it as a
another paper. Editor Jim Strauss said journalist,” she said.
many on his news staff have been at the
That attitude of getting what you can
paper for more than 10 years, and others then getting out hurts the quality of
have been there for more than 20 years.
reporting and the growth of journalists,
“ A lot of people on our paper are McLaughlin said.
native Montanans who want to stay in the
“ If you have that attitude then you
state and be able to practice the craft of don’t learn because you don’t get involved
journalism,” he said. “ At smaller papers in the community,” she said. “It’s seen as
you still have the option to move up and working at a small town paper, but really
stay in state.”
it’s the same as other bigger states. It’s cir
The Tribune, the Billings Gazette and culation may be smaller, but you’re basi
the Missoulian can pay reporters and pho cally writing for the entire population.”
Still, McLaughlin writes on undaunted.
tographers better and have more resources
“The only thing that will drive me out
to help research and develop stories,
of Montana,” she says, “ is the winter, and
Strauss said.
I mean that.”
mjr
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Kathleen McLaughlin has found
job satisfaction in Montana. She
covered the last legislative ses
sion for the Lee Newspapers
state bureau.

“ There is definitely
that stigma that if
you don't go then
you haven't made
it as a journalist."
— Kathleen McLaughlin
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The perfect place
Missoula’s Chalice o f Repose
harps on and on about controllin
its media image
B y J o h n L a u n d o n a n d L isa A. K e r sc h e r
n

C h r is t m a s D ay 1 9 9 6 , M isso u l a a ppea r e d ' T O a

national audience as the perfect place to die. ABC’s
void, arises another story:
the media’s apparent will
organization called the Chalice of Repose Project. It was the
ingness to surrender its
independence and editorial
perfect story for the season, resulting in ABC receiving a
control over a news story,
especially when there are
aspects of The Chalice that
national Christopher Award for “affirming may not be so angelic.
the highest values of the human spirit.”
L ast Novem ber, the M ontana
The Chalice is an organization that exists Journalism Review received a letter from
to comfort the terminally ill with music of The Chalice in response to the authors’
the harp and ancient chants from 11th interest in the project. The letter expressed
century m onks of Cluny, France. Its The Chalice’s desire to work with the
founder, Therese Schroeder-Sheker, media but only if the journalists agreed to
brought the program to Missoula in 1992 allow the project to have the final editorial
where she established a two-year certifica say over the content of the article or
tion program that enrolls 16 to 25 stu broadcast.
dents every other year. They are taught not
Without this agreement, said Annie
to cure but to surround their patients in Soerensen, administrative director of The
soothing sound, caress them with “ pre Chalice, in a brief interview before sending
scriptive music” and love, and move them the letter, the project would not cooperate
to let go of their sufferings and die in with the press. The letter also stated that
peace. Since 1992, the program has had a the
Chicago Tribune, N ation al
significant effect on the Missoula commu G eo grap h ic, Yoga Jo u rn a l, N ation al
nity where the musician-clinicians she has Public Radio, CNN Medical News, and
The Salt Lake Tribune had all confirmed
trained have served over 1,000 deaths.
The story of The Chalice is a hopeful in writing that they would agree to work
J ohn L aundon and
one that portrays how a hospital and doc according to the The Chalice’s guidelines
L isa A. K erscher are both
tors can still administer to their patients (see box, p. 38)
graduate students at the
The Chalice’s concern for accuracy is
even when they can no longer cure them,
University of Montana
merited,
considering the potential for
dem
onstrating
that
there
is
dignity
in
School of Journalism.
dying. From a journalistic perspective, the unjust comparisons to euthanasia and
Chalice project is an appealing one—a their patients’ need for privacy. It is also
perfect opportunity to answer the public's common for reporters and editors to check
growing demand for positive news, while their facts by reading back portions of
providing answers on how to face the last their articles to those they have inter
dramatic event in a lifetime — death. But viewed. This is especially true for medical
out of this need to fill the uplifting news stories, where the terminology can get
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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Nightline broadcast “The Gift,” a story about an
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The Gialtce of Repose ProjectA f id ijtK r C « t S o i t t «t St. Pslridt H crputl

We welcome the opportuni- §
| ty to speak with the media |
| and make the public aware of |
. what we are doing. However, |
: in order to assure maximum §
1 accuracy in depicting this hos- |
: pital's programs in general, |
| also the sensitive patient-issues
|| central to the field of music- |
I th an a to lo g y, o u r Board of 1
Directors has required us to |
I maintain the same guidelines |
| for all media interviews...Our
| most extraordinary and mutu- |
i ally beneficial media experi! ences have resulted

from |

1 cooperative relationships in |
which we worked along these |
guidelines (Chicago Tribune,
N ational G eo graph ic, Yoga |
| jo u r n a l,

N a tio n a l

Pu b lic |

| Radio, C N N Medical News,

confusing or the field is relatively
unknown. Both scenarios are true for The
Chalice, which describes its practice as
being “ musical-sacramental-midwifery” in
the field of music-thanatology. Yet, to
demand total editorial control over the
press takes this concern to an uncomfort
able extreme and the apparent willingness
of so many influential news operations to
submit to censorship is alarming.
In response to inquires from MJR, both
The Salt Lake Tribune and Chicago
Tribune denied ever signing a contract.
The National Geographic story, described
as one of the “extraordinary and mutually
beneficial media experiences,” was never
published. The Salt Lake Tribune’s
Features editor, Judy Rollins, said that a
finished copy of the article was faxed to
The Chalice where some technical terms,
and quotes were corrected. She said the
editorial content was intact but said that
she was still a bit uncomfortable with the
process.
“We were attempting to be technically
accurate and understand the sensitivity of
the subject. But people must understand
that as professionals we want to do quali
ty work,” Rollins said. “They should be
willing to go with their gut feelings when
receiving publicity and give up a bit of
control.”

|| Salt Lake Tribune, etc.)...
T h ir d , we need w ritten |
| confirmation that the finished

o n t r o l is a m a jo r issue

|| article (including any changes ff
| your senior editor might wish) |
I be faxed to o u r office for |
|| review at least one week prior ||
| to your publication deadline... I
From our point of view,

j

| the only publicity needed or 1
| wanted is the kind that truly §
| addresses the pain people feel §
| in approaching death.

Best itg H ik ^

AnnJ*4ocm »ni
AdrainistrMve Dlrtclor

Excerpts from a letter sent to M JR from The
Chalice dated November 29, 1996.
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The Chalice. As important as
Iff*
whether or not these news
V * organizations signed this agree
ment is how they received their informa
tion—from The Chalice alone. Most of the
articles and broadcasts on The Chalice
echo each other. They report how
Schroeder-Sheker became inspired as a
nurse’s aid in a geriatric home about 20
years ago, how the program claims to be
an extension of the infirmary practices of
the Cluny monks, how the music of the
harp and ancient chants can be personal
ized for the patient, and how the the pro
gram has blessed families from Missoula
to Denver.
What articles about The Chalice do not
reveal is that a growing number of stu
dents and professionals have become disil
lusioned with The Chalice. Their overall
critique is that the program is too psycho
logically demanding on students and that
students' ideas about the program and
their experiences are not recognized.
Instead, students must learn to surrender

their egos and accept Schroeder-Sheker’s
teachings without question. Since The
Chalice came to Missoula in 1992, it has
lost about a third of the students for each
class. Six of the 16 students enrolled in
1996 had left by the end the first semester.
To be sure, The Chalice is an academi
cally intense program that requires a com
mitment far beyond enjoying music and
comforting the needy. It demands diligent
effort similar to that of most medical stu
dents. It is hard work. Nonetheless, some
of these dropouts are no strangers to grad
uate studies and their growing number
raises a question of whether The Chalice’s
educational philosophy is too focused on
the intimate details of a person’s psyche as
opposed to their musical and care-giving
capabilities. To the public, the experience
of these individuals goes unnoticed
because The Chalice refuses to conduct
interviews or to provide information
unless the news organization agrees to
yield control of the story.
ABC, not mentioned in Soerensen’s let
ter, received letters from disgruntled stu
dents asking it to examine some of these
criticisms. “ I encourage you to have your
eyes wide open, read between the lines,
and not limit yourself to interviewing only
those chosen by the administration,’’wrote
Velma Cameron, a former student.
Apparently satisfied with its Christmas
feel-good program, ABC did not bother to
examine these charges; in fact, it sent the
negative letters back to the president of
The Chalice’s board of directors.
ABC is not the only example of the
media’s unwillingness to read between the
lines. On the front page of The Salt Lake
Tribune’s Sunday Feature section last
November, Laurie Rasmussen was identi
fied and pictured playing a harp during a
vigil along with Schroeder-Sheker.
Rasmussen was a senior teaching resident,
assistant clinical supervisor and primary
harp instructor in the program. She is a
performing artist who has received awards
in American harp competitions and com
pleted at least 200 bedside vigils.
According to The Chalice’s biography of
faculty members, she was “ a protege of
Therese Schroeder-Sheker.” But Rassmussen had resigned from The Chalice a
year before The Salt Lake Tribune’s article
had appeared, and no longer wishes to be
identified with the program. She left to
focus on her career as a performing artist
and because she became disillusioned with
40
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the teaching demands and philosophies of
its founder.
As a Chalice instructor, Rassmussen
recalled, she was told to lean on specific
students, especially those who openly
questioned Schroeder-Sheker’s philosophi
cal and spiritual beliefs. Others, less acad
emically proficient and more submissive,
could move on.
“ I was told to watch them and make
their life d ifficu lt,” Rassm ussen said.
“ People who are quiet and go along with
the program will slide by and won’t get
the treatment. ”
Most often Rassmussen found herself
critiquing these students with memos and
meetings, encouraging them to be more
open to change and to surrender their con
ceptions of who they are.

ment and conducted a 45-voice choir for
seven years.
Trimble left his position as a tenured
associate professor. His wife left her posi
tion as a medical social worker in oncolo
gy. With their three children, the Trimbles
moved to Missoula.
Trimble said he and other students had
been “given every indication that Therese
had music from the Cluniac monastery
from the Middle Ages — particular chants
that were used in the infirmaries for chills,
fever, unconciousness, spiritual restlessness
and pain,” he said. But “ I never saw any
of that music in the year I was in the
Chalice program.”
Nonetheless, before the end of his first
year, Trimble was helping SchroederSheker teach The Chalice choir, called
Schola Cantorum.
URRENDERING IS A MAJOR theme
In a year-end evaluation, the Student
behind The Chalice’s educational Affairs Committee suggested other people
philosophy. Students are urged be brought in to help Schroeder-Sheker
to achieve a form of inner empti with her heavy workload. They recom
ness and become detached from their ego. mended Trimble be the primary Schola
As recently explained by Schroeder-Sheker instructor the next year (see box, p. 40)
in InterMountain Woman, “ How will I be
Trimble himself suggested he could help
able to play if my ego is attached to the with curriculum development, since he
fact I played wrong notes yesterday - or had worked on a major curriculum review
that I played particularly well? We can’t at Thiel College. But he also voiced con
do any of those sorts of ego attachments. cerns about the program’s disorganization,
We hold our attachments our grudges, our including the lack of systematic training
angers. We have to die to something every and clinical experience.
single day.”
After meeting with Trimble, SchroederFor some students, this concept of self- Sheker decided not to hire him as the
sacrifice w as an ideal that too often Schola teacher, because, she said, “ I felt a
escaped Schroeder-Sheker herself. They resistance from you in your willingness to
found the directors of the program insensi understand corporate management guide
lines. Employees need to
tive to their feedback and
be able to take direc
unwilling to justify ele
tives,” she said, and his
ments of The Chalice cur“ loss of alignment re
riculum that seemed
sulted in a lack of team
irrelevant or insignificant.
work.”
Tod Trimble applied
Trimble said this was
because he thought it was
a typical interchange
a program where he
with Schroeder-Sheker.
could bring together his
“Therese is very skilled
interests and sk ills in
at
using w onderfulmusic, language, psychol
sounding
language.
But
it cloaks her agen
ogy, hospice work and the Middle Ages.
Trimble received a B.A. in M odern da of power and control,” he said.
At the end of the spring semester,
Language (French and German) from
Millikin University in Decatur, 111., in Trimble withdrew from the program. He
1977, and advanced degrees in conduct had become disillusioned, he said. As a
ing, psychology and choral music in the former professor, he had serious ethical
1980s. He did a doctoral minor in histori problems with the discrepancies between
cal musicology, concentrating on medieval how the program presents itself and what
chant. Later at Thiel College in Pennsyl the students actually experience. “There
vania, Trimble chaired the music depart was too much misrepresentation,” he said.
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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“[PJeople must
understand that
as professionals
we want to do
quality work, "
Rollins said.
“ They should be
willing to go
with their gut
feelings when
receiving publici
ty and give up a
bit o f control. ”
—Judy Rollins,
features editor, The Salt
Lake Tribune

Title frame from ABC
Nightline's program on
The Chalice, aired
Christmas Day, 1996
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S o m e of the stu
dents’ concerns had
been voiced by the
Student Affairs
Committee in an evaluation at
the end of the spring semester
in 1993. In general, students
said
they
appreciated
Schroeder-Sheker’s vision, but
they felt that they were not
being sufficiently trained and
they wanted more relevant
class time and experiential
work. Instead of reading
Wolfram von Eschenbach’s
Parzifal, they would have pre
ferred to more directly focus on
death and dying issues, such as
discussing works by Elisabeth
Kubler-Ross and working in
local hospices.
Over two-thirds of the
respondents mentioned com
munication problems with
Schroeder-Sheker. W
A para
phrase of one student’s com
ments sums up this common
concern,” the evaluation said.
‘“ Early last fall Therese’s
response to student concerns
started a pattern of what is per
ceived as a difficulty or unwill
ingness on her part to enter
into dialog about the program
and to distinguish between
constructive feedback and what
has been repeatedly called
"bitching and complaining.”
The cumulative impression is
that any feedback, no matter
how straightforward, is not
appreciated or valued.’ ”
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Trim ble is now the D irector of
Conferences and Continuing Education at
the College Music Society, a national pro
fessional organization of college music fac
ulty based in M issoula. He plans and
manages about eight events a year, includ
ing annual meetings, workshops and inter
national conferences.
But Trimble wasn’t the only student to
leave The Chalice. Before the beginning of
the second year, a third of The Chalice stu
dents in his class had left the program.
In 1994, Patrick Holland was drawn to
the program because “ it was presented as
a fact” by Schroeder-Sheker and the pro
gram literature that The Chalice music
was used historically in clinical settings.
Holland soon found out the program
was not exactly what it purported to be.
The course work was based on ambiguity
and secretiveness, both in language and
concepts, he said. Furthermore, it was
geared toward taking students “ through
some kind of a psychological breakdown,
so they would become spiritually capable
of dealing with this mystic realm of musicthanatology.”
Schroeder-Sheker told Holland he had
to change his “ inner body metabolism”
before he could go on in the program, he
said. She never explained to him what that
meant, only that he “ would have to take a
series of small walks with Therese to be
spiritually counseled and returned to the
fold.” Holland left The Chalice after the
first semester, because “ the Cluniac music
apparently didn’t exist” and he didn’t
approve of the environment he found him
self in, he said.
Rachel Barry-Thompson left last semes
ter after an experience she called
“ demeaning and humiliating.” The Chalice
informed her that she needed to buy a left
shouldered harp. Rachel is right handed.
According to Jerry Brown, owner of
Musicmakers, one of two harp manufac
turers from which Chalice students must
order, “ A left-shouldered harp is like a
white elephant. You can never sell it.”
Brown also said that any individual
who is familiar with the keyboards or
piano would find this harp unnecessarily
difficult to learn. The reason is that the
finger patterns are similar between the two
instruments. To invert the harp is like
switching the black keys with the white
keys on a piano.
At the time, none of the instructors in
The Chalice had chosen to play the left

shouldered harp and neither had the vast
majority of the harp playing world.
Barry-Thompson has been playing key
boards all of her life. Her musical career
began with the Third U.S. Army Soldier
Show during the Vietnam War. She pur
chased a $1,404 left-shouldered harp
without question, only to discover that
making the transition was a monumental
task. In an essay by Schroeder-Sheker
called “The Alchemical Harp of Mechtild
of Hackborn,” distributed to all students,
she explains her preference for the left:
“The non-mechanized medieval harp is
played on the left shoulder, where Jesus
carried the cross, and is therefore always
held over the heart and the genitals, the
two m ost vulnerable aspects of our
humanity. The risen Christ becomes a
harp when he ap pears as the divine
groom...He longs to be played.”
Besides this questionable interpretation
of The Bible, Barry-Thompson was much
more concerned that an organization
which claims to have no religious affilia
tion insisted she spend over a thousand
dollars on a nearly-worthless instrument
simply because it represented the manifes
tation of Jesus. Schroeder-Sheker also
claims that a left-shouldered harp was the
traditional style in Celtic cultures, yet the
evidence for this belief is sparse.
Barry-Thompson began to develop a
more skeptical attitude toward SchroederSheker’s teachings, drawing attention to
herself from the program’s faculty. Even
after extra lessons, her inadequacies con
tinued to be noted. Just before her Schola
performance, she was summoned to a
meeting with Schroeder-Sheker, Soerensen
and her harp instructor, Sharon Murfin. It
was the first time she had ever seen
Schroeder-Sheker, she said. She was told
that her “ skills were deficient.” The next
day, Barry-Thompson said, she was devas
tated and completely broke down.
“ I used to be able to sing before thou
sands,” she recalled. “ Now 16 people was
such a big deal. The Chalice wore me
down.”
E d i t o r 's n o t e : M JR offered The
Chalice an opportunity to respond to
questions in writing and on three separate
occasions attempted to set up interviews
with The Chalice. Without the promise of
editorial control, the project refused to
comment.
mjr
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Smart newspapers byte back
There are just as many eyeballs looking for news content.
But many more o f them are turning to the Web.
B y K yle R. W o o d

h en

W

M a rk M atassa quit as a political reporter

for The Seattle Times to guide the science and

technology section of the upstart M SNBC

Interactive last summer, the newspaper was abuzz.some
Rumors
were openly dismissing online
information
delivery as "a passing
flew that the p ap er’s top editors, rather than con
fad," they were quietly bolstering the
gratulating him on the career move, shunned him in
Times' own Website. It now includes
an interactive election section that
the paper's corridors. He left before his allowed voters to match their views to
two weeks were out. When he returned to local candidates, a Datebook section, tar
the paper in November as the political edi geting the same audience as Microsoft's
tor, the management was triumphant. own Sidewalk, and an online, searchable
“ Score one for the good guys,” wrote classified advertising section. A paper
David Boardman, the paper’s regional and whose editors once dismissed the Web as
enterprise editor.
“ on-line hype” now produces Web sites
The incident is an illustration of the commercially.
fear and loathing newspapers harbor
The Seattle Times, and regional dailies
tow ard the new online ventures.The like it, can’t afford to be irrationally afraid
Seattle Times, like many of the bigger for much longer without creating a gen
dailies in the Puget Sound area, casts a uine presence on the World Wide Web
wary eye toward the Redmond-based devoted to the local markets in which they
Microsoft and its online ventures. As they are already established leaders.
have watched their writers and artists
leave the newspaper for higher-paying jobs
U C H IN D E E D ST A N D S IN T H E WAY
with the company’s online ventures, some
of the feared Web juggernaut
have come to regard Microsoft as “ the
.that newspaper doomsday saynew devil.” Those who leave are half-jok- ers predict will sweep today’s newspapers
ingly referred to as “ microsluts” and the into the dustbin of history. There will
mantra, “ Better Dead Than Redmond” always be a market for the printed word
even found its way onto a Seattle Times no matter how wired the world gets. The
Internet’s propagation is still too much in
bulletin board.
K yle R. W o o d , a
The Seattle Times is not alone. A 1996 its infancy to gain the kind of saturation
former Seattle Times
Editor & Publisher survey found that 45 necessary for any company to start mining
newsroom intern, is a
percent of publishers, editors and advertis money from the Web.
writer/editor at
But the future of the Internet is real,
ing directors worried about the long-term
MSNBC Interactive.
impact of the Internet, which they said and the real place for expansion is into
He is a 1996 graduate
was the fastest-growing of their daily con local m arkets. N ew spapers can only
of The University of
ignore that truth at their own peril.
cerns.
Montana School of
But the paper's editors have also been Experts predict 163 million people will
Journalism.
doing what 700 other U.S. newspapers view nearly 95 billion pages on the World
have done: create a Web presence. While Wide Web in the year 2000. Rather than

M
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fearing the Internet and the world it
promises to usher in, newspapers must
embrace it in order to preserve their
positions as the primary source of
news for the com m unities they
serve. The only way to save the
inky print is by going digital.

“The future is
local, local,
local, and
nobody is going
to outlocal us, "
—Jim Weeks,
The New York Times

Leading examples of
Microsoft websites include
MSNBC (above) and
Seattle Sidewalk (top of
page)

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss26/1
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up and running in Seattle and includes
links to local news outlets, including
KIRO Radio, which broadcasts in Real
Audio from its page

th a t

make local news so lucra
tive to newspapers make it
equally as attractive to the
Internet. It answers the basic
questions. If not “What are the
important issues facing local
government and where do my
leaders stand on them?” then certainly the
following: Whom do I complain to about
the pothole in the street in front of my
house? What is the lunch menu at my kid’s
school this week? What’s playing at the
movies and at what times? What’s on sale
this week at the grocery store?
People who are content will turn on
their government only when something is
amiss. The Internet may very well be a
place without boundaries, but people will
still need to know to whom they should
address their letter of complaint.
Newspapers are in the best positions to
deliver such news online, but they won’t
maintain their positions without a fight.
Already, readers can link from the
MSNBC page to the local news pages of
more than 50 NBC affiliates from New
York to Los Angeles.
The written d is
patches,
taken
without much edit
ing from the local
new scast scripts,
illustrate the glaring
difference in depth
between broad cast
and print. But they do
provide the kind of
local news that newspa
pers in places like
Montana once thought
they had owned.
In a more salient threat
to newspaper sovereignty, M icrosoft’s
Seattle Sidewalk debuted on the World
Wide Web in April, featuring entertain
ment and dining information and banner
ads from local ad vertisers. Sim ilar
Sidewalk ventures are scheduled to be
launched in cities across the country. A
similar site, seattlesquare.com, is already

(w w w .kiro710.com ). The
Washington Post Company announced in
M ay that it would team up with
Citysearch, a network of sites that feature
information on leisure activities in Austin,
Texas, New York City and Salt Lake City.
Sidewalk’s managers have famously
insisted that they will not gather and deliv
er news on the sites, but upstart local news
providers can’t be far behind. This devel
opment will force newspapers more and
more into online ventures, leaving the inky
print of their product for longer pieces.
There will always be those who prefer
to read printed material rather than words
and images they call up on their computer
screens. Web publishing, while freeing up
its masters from the constraints o,f spaceand newshole, still adheres to laws of
diminishing returns in terms of reader
patience and eyeball endurance.
Newspapers will be the final refuge for
the sort of reporting for which an educat
ed readership truly hungers. One hopes
that, unlike the dumbing-down, brightening-up effect broadcast news has had on
the local daily, Internet encroachment will
force newspapers to be smarter and more
analytical.
N O T H E R W O R D S , T H E B R E A K IN G N EW S

will be delivered through the Internet
to an increasingly wired audience. The
longer piece will be delivered to them less
frequently on paper products. Advertisers
and readers may, for a time, demand both
of newspapers. But eventually, readers will
look to their computers, or their Web TVs,
for breaking news.
“The future is local, local, local, and
nobody is going to outlocal us,” The New
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York Times’ Jim Weeks was quoted as say
ing in Editor & Publisher in 1994. “We
are the primary source of news in our
markets. If we have to do that with Web
pages, we’ll do that. If we do it with video
feeds, we’ll do that.”
Indeed, the handwriting is becoming
ever clearer: Readers of newspapers are
growing older at a time in which the youth
embrace the Internet in ever-greater num
bers. The daily newspaper is a dying habit
among U.S. adults. In 1970, 78 percent of
adults read newspapers. By 1995, that had
dropped to 64 percent, still a considerable
amount until you consider the following:
just 52 percent of 16-24 year-olds read a
paper daily now and, according to a 1996
survey conducted by Parade magazine, 35
percent of youths aged 13-17 said they
had not picked up a printed newspaper in
the previous week. Nearly 80 percent said
information access over electronic net
works was a “ fairly” to “ very” important
part of their daily lives.

ing as much as $10 million annually,
according to a March New York Times
report.
M icrosoft has said publicly that is
expects to lose about $1 billion during the
next three years on Internet ventures and
that it doesn’t expect MSNBC to turn a
profit for at least four to five years. But, at
the end of the day, managers in a business
that’s notoriously slow to change must fol
low the same simple principle they’d try to
instill in beginning reporters: follow the
news. Increasingly, readers or potential
readers of newspapers will be turning to
the Internet for their inform ation.
Newspapers that refuse to meet them there
will become increasingly irrelevant.
Perhaps the producers
of newsprint have some
thing to fear of the
Internet, but providers
of news do not.
“ Newspapers are rec
ognizing that they can
compete from a posi
O BE FAIR, T H E FAIN T O F H EA R T ST ILL
tion of strength if
have plenty of ammunition to dis they have a sm art
count the Internet. Cyberspace is sense of urgency
still saturated with an overwhelming
about working to
amount of drivel and suffers from a shady gether with and
image as a place filled with pedophiles and serving their communi
other sexual deviants. Connect and down ties,” Seattle Times Executive Editor
load times are still s l o w enough to turn Mike Fancher wrote in a February install
many people off, and new communica ment of his weekly “Inside the Times” col
tions deregulation has thus far failed to umn.
win the Internet the widespread audience
But the power of the medium demands
that some had anticipated even a year ago. even more of papers: customization, push
It is also a young medium that is technology that delivers information to
known to slow to a crawl during heavy Webviewers without their searching for it
traffic (election night, for example, over and the newspaper’s full content delivered
whelmed many new sites, M SN B C 's to readers and updated continuously out
included) and it is still sucking up more side the time constraints of the pressmen
money than it is generating for its masters. and carriers. Reprinting the same local
Web advertising is expected to generate content, updated at the same time as the
nearly $2 billion in advertising revenue paper’s regular editions, does little to
yearly by 2000, but few sites are actually expand the medium.
In order to survive, newspapers must
making money yet.
W eb-related ventures them selves aggressively protect their stake in local
account for more than 50 percent of the news. The Internet gives them a real moti
estimated $200 million in ad revenue gen vation to beef up local staffs, to turn
erated there. Readership of the Wall Street inward rather than trying to serve all news
Journal’s Web site dropped by an astound to all people. Saving newsprint, indeed
ing 93 percent when it began charging on saving the institutions themselves, means
line subscriptions and M icrosoft’s own turning to the Internet rather than running
Slate magazine wisely announced early from it. Those who don’t are run the risk
this year that it would not proceed with its of become irrelevant to everybody but the
plan to charge users a $20 yearly rate. old and the technologically belligerent, mjr
Time W arner’s p op ular Pathfinder
(http://www.pathfinder.com), may be los
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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According to a
1996 survey con
ducted by Parade
magazine, 35
percent o f youths
aged 13-17 said
they had not
picked up a
printed news
paper in the
previous week.
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Reporting a "miracle"
How three newspapers covered Sou
Africa's founding democratic election
B y T ara T u r k in g t o n

L

\H £

iving thousands of miles away from

S outh A frica in

the little town of M issoula, nestled in the Montana

partners for South Africa,
so the way in which they
portray South Africa to
democratic election and the demise of apartheid through the
their readers has a direct
eyes of foreign correspondents. W hat cam e ac ro ss w as a
impact on South A frica’s
future.
bewildering array o f differences o f opinion and perspecBoth the United States
and the United Kingdom
tive —a living example of how no two had been involved in bringing about
journalists look at the same event and change in South Africa, through govern
draw the same conclusions.
ment-instituted measures such as sanc
South Africa’s transition to democracy tions, and through the vociferous, civilianwas one of the greatest news events of the led, anti-apartheid movements in both
20th century, and the fact that it was a countries.
“ good news” story in a sea of bloody
These pressure groups played no small
international stories like the Rwandan part in pushing their countries into taking
genocide and the war in Bosnia, both hap moral stands against apartheid, which sys
pening at roughly the same time, made it tematically subjugated South Africa’s
all the more remarkable.
blacks (in the majority by far) in order to
News organizations around the world promote the welfare of the country’s
went all out to capture the event. Neil minority whites.
Behrmann, a reporter for South Africa’s
Apartheid had been a racist hallmark in
premier daily The Star, on Friday April South Africa since the strongly Afrikaner
29, 1994, wrote: “ About 5,000 foreign National Party (NP) came to power in
journalists and TV crews are estimated to 1948. Through the 1950s, the Nationalists
be in South Africa.”
promulgated a series of laws that enforced
Against this background, I set about “grand apartheid.”
T ara T urkington is a can
finding exactly where the differences of
didate for a masters degree
opinion
and style in covering this event lay
Ih is c o m p r i s e d f a r - r e a c h in g
in journalism from The
between
two
world
renowned
foreign
laws such as the Group Areas
University of Montana.
papers
—The
New
York
Times
and
The
Act
of 1950 which outlawed
She worked for the Mail &
Times
o
f
London
—
and
South
Africa’s
blacks
and
whites
from living in the same
Guardian in Johannesburg
110-year-old newspaper, the Joh an n  area, and the 1952 Population
and now lives in Kimberly,
South Africa. This article is
esburg-based The Star.
R egistration Act, a cornerstone of
excerpted from her
The New York Times and The Times apartheid that defined all South Africans
professional project.
both have proud and prestigious histories. at birth as “ w h ite,” “ b lack ” or
Both are in a sense representative of coun “ coloured,” through complicated legal
tries that were (and are) important trading and linguistic acrobatics.
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss26/1
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“ Petty ap arth eid ,” which was also
brought to life at this time, comprisedmore trivial laws such as the Separate
Amenities Act of 1953 which ensured that
whites and blacks could not share facilities
ranging from public bathrooms and buses
to park benches. The National Party ruth
lessly suppressed internal resistance to
apartheid as it gained momentum in the
1970s and 1980s, not least by severely
curtailing the freedom of the press.
Other state methods included detention
without trial, and often torture and mur
der, as has continued to emerge in recent
criminal trials within South Africa such as
that of Eugene de Kock, a governmentbacked hit-squad commander, at the coun
try’s Truth
and
R econciliation
Commission.
This commission was set up in 1996
with powers to grant amnesty to those
who admitted committing politically moti
vated crimes within a defined time frame.
It is still taking applications and hearing
testimony from victims of apartheid and
their families and friends.
Apartheid survived sanctions first insti
tuted by the United Nations in 1963 (ini
tially only against the shipment of equip
ment and materials for arms manufac
ture), and by a wide variety of trading
partners, including the United States and
Britain, which both imposed various trade
sanctions in 1986, but only after years of
international pressure. Apartheid also sur
vived the pariah status enforced on South
Africa in the arenas of international sport
and theater.
The system looked as strong as ever in
1989 when Frederik Willem (FW) de
Klerk took over as state president
from the ailing Pieter Willem (PW)
Botha (known for wagging his finger
and making speeches such as his 1985
utterance quoted by the now defunct
South African paper, the Rand Daily
Mail: “ I am going to keep law and
order in this country and nobody in
the world is going to stop me.” )
When, on February 2, 1992, during
his opening of Parliament speech, De
Klerk announced that he would
release apartheid’s most famous pris
oner, Nelson Rolihlahla M andela,
who had been imprisoned for 27 years
for treason, the nation — and the
world — gasped in surprise.
De Klerk kept his word, and nine
days later Mandela walked free: the
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

first step on a path which would see South
Africa eschewing almost 40 years of racist
history and embracing multi-party democ
racy, under the guidance of none other
than Mandela himself, who became the
first president of the “New South Africa.”
In this context, media organizations
around the world — not least those within
South Africa itself — began to plan their
coverage of the watershed election, from
both inside the country, and from various
international viewpoints.
The Star mustered 75 w riters, The
Times of London had 14 reporters on the
story (although three were based in the
United Kingdom), and The New York
Times boasted eight bylines, although only
five of those reporters actually wrote from
South Africa (two reported from the
United States and one from South Africa’s
neighbor, Zimbabwe).
On most key issues, The Star, The
Times and The New York Times differed
considerably, as they did on levels of pro
fessionalism ranging from subtle skills
such as the careful identification of sources
to contextualizing issues and events.
Thirty-five percent of The Times* April
1994 editions carried stories about the
South African election on their front
pages. Britain has closer historical ties
with South Africa than does the United
States. It twice governed the country, and
it fought the three-year Anglo-Boer War
against white Afrikaners from 1899 to
1902. The war, which still evokes bitter
ness in some parts of South African soci
ety, was foughty mostly over control of
the country’s mineral riches. Britain won

Ironically, F.W. De Klerk's
Afrikaner National Party
was supported by some
blacks. The Star and The
Times o f London were
far less critical of the
party which invented and
implemented apartheid—
and then gave up
power—than was The
New York Times.
S t e v e H il t o n -B a r b e r ,
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the war but granted South Africa indepen
dence in 1910.
Despite these ties with Britain, The
New York Times' editors considered the
election story 20 percent more interesting
and important to their readers than did
The Times’ editors, if front-page placings
are anything to go by.
South Africa appeared on the front
page on 17 days out of the 30 The New
York Times was published in April 1994
— or in 57 percent of the editions.
Predictably enough, the election made
the front page of The Star every day of the
22 days that the paper was published in
April. (The Star isn’t published on a
Saturday or Sunday.)
The Times' average story length was
350 words — a third longer than the aver
age 230-word story in The Star, but just
half the length of the average New York
Times story which ran at 700 words.
The Tim es' correspondents wrote
approximately 37,500 words about the
election. In comparison, The New York
Times ran about 60,000 words, although
the paper had fewer reporters working on
the story and published fewer stories: 86
compared to The Times' 107. The Star
had 75 different reporters, although only
about half of these were full-time, but
managed only about 200,000 words, just
a little more than three times as many as
The New York Times.

LAPPING, Brian: Apartheid: A
History, Grafton Books, United
Kingdom, 1986.
LAUREN, P.G.: Power and Prejudice,
Westview Press, Colorado, USA, 1988.
LELYVELD, Joseph: Move Your
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SPARKS, Allisten Tomorrow is
Another Country: The Inside Story of
South Africa's Negotiated Revolution,
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S BECAME CLEARLY EVIDENT THROUGH

a careful exam ination of three
newspapers, The New York Times,
The Times o f London and The Star of
Johannesburg, all newspapers reveal their
own sets of values, perspectives and bias
es, not only through their opinion
columns, but also in their news pages.
In the case of the South African elec
tion, which arguably was one of the
biggest media events of this century in
terms of the sheer number of correspon
dents sent from media organizations all
over the globe sent to report on them and
the amount of coverage they received
internationally, the three newspapers
showed distinct differences not only in
bias but also in terms of journalistic pro
fessionalism.
The Times o f London was the most
conservative paper of the three, portraying
and its leader, Mangosuthu Buthelezi and
his Zulu-based Inkatha Freedom Party
(IFP) in the most positive light. At the

same time, the paper was most ambivalent
of the three towards Mandela and the
ANC. The Times cast them in a hegative
light slightly more often than in a positive
light, as opposed to The Star and The
New York Times, which were both clearly
pro-Mandela, especially in the case of The
New York Times.
The Times was also clearly more pro
white than the other two papers, and it
concentrated far, far more on the threat
that white extremists posed to the poll
than did The Star or The New York
Times. Richard Owen, who was then for
eign editor of The Times, said, “I'm not
aware of any bias... We were as cold-eyed
about Inkatha as'w e were about the
ANC...The American press is probably a
little more heavy-handed about this (por
traying political parties objectively) than
we are.,.” But, he added, “There’s nothing
that can't be improved — perhaps we
should have had more South Africans on
the team (they didn't have any).”
The New York Times, like The Times,
invested considerable time, effort and
resources into covering the election. For
the most part, it was difficult to criticize
the paper’s journalists, led by Pulitzer
Prize-winning Bill Keller, except perhaps,
that they so overwhelmingly embraced
Mandela as the future president, often
using religious imagery to describe him.
The New York Times’ correspondents
were far more critical of De Klerk and the
NP — the party that had governed South
Africa for close to 40 years — than The.
Times’ and The Star’s writers.
The New York Times was also the most
critical of Buththelezi and the IFP of the
three papers.
Veteran South African jo urn alist
Allister Sparks pointed out in an interview
that the executive editor of The New York
Times, Joseph Lelyveld, was a correspon
dent for the paper in South Africa in the
1980s, which may have had an impact on
The New York Times’ special interest in
the South African election. (Lelyveld him
self won a Pulitzer for his book, “ Move
Your Shadow,” about South Africa.)
The New York Times covered the elec
tion in a comprehensive manner, making
sure that reporters covered South Africa’s
most important areas and issues, and that
their pieces complemented one another in
a cohesive manner.
(continued on p. 52)
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Eco-pendulum
Environmental journalism
has moved from puff
pieces in the ’80s to Wise
Use jargon in the ’90s
By M arc Peruzzi

h e issu e was g r iz z l y b e a r

T

reintroduction and man
agement in the Bitterroot

Mountains. When the US Fish and

Wildlife Service called for com 
ments, three groups submitted a
joint proposal: The Defenders of
W ildlife, the N ation al W ildlife
Federation

and

R O O T S.

Although the acronym suggests
environmentalism, it actually represents
timber interests: Resource Organization
On Timber Supply.
Does the timber industry want grizzly
bears reintroduced into the Bitterroots?
And if so, why does it pose as a grass
roots organ ization ? Dan Joh n son ,
RO O TS’ spokesman was blunt about
what the timber industry thinks of grizzly
recovery, “ They don’t want the damn
bear. Grizzlies don’t eat trees, they don’t
bother us. But the people who use the
lands are concerned with regulations.” It
was an honest answer; the timber indus
try wanted a say in how many grizzlies
would be reintroduced and where, in
order to control the regulations. The sub
terfuge, however, can only be explained in
M arc Peruzzi is a
a larger context.
graduate student at the
A backlash is occurring in the field of
University of Montana
environmental
journalism. Reporters
School of Journalism. He
who
cover
the
environm ental beat
plans to receive his mas
increasingly
find
themselves
pressured to
ters degree in late 1997.
produced “ balanced” stories. Those who
don’t can find themselves bumped from
the beat or out of a job entirely. Some
media critics believe this shift is a direct
P hoto by
counter to the often pro-environmental,
Steen Simonsen
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

poorly researched reporting of the late
80s and early 90s. Others contend that as
newspapers fight for a shrinking market
share of readers, editors are unwilling to
alienate any portion of their audience. As
news organizations wrangle over how the
environment should be covered, another
player has emerged and contributed to the
backlash — the Wise Use movement.
Environmental journalism boomed in
the 80s and early 90s, as did environmen
tal activism. According to information
compiled by David Helvarg in his book,
“The War Against the Greens,” by 1992
seven million Americans belonged to envi
ronmental groups, and 76 percent of the
population characterized themselves as
environmentalists. Environmental groups
had acquired $500 million in assets. The
public was inundated with environmental
information, either directly through advo
cacy magazines and newsletters published
by the Audubon Society and the Sierra
Club, or indirectly through the news
media.
While many stories exposed gaping
inadequacies in environmental policies
and protection, some journalists tended
S u m m e r 1 9 9 7 MJR
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to simplify their stories into good versus
evil. This may have worked adequately
in situations like the Exxon Valdez oil
spill, but most environmental stories are
complex; they require journalistic excel
lence, not puff.

TheAssociated
Press supports
the Montana
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S M O R E R EPO R T ER S W ERE PULLED

from other beats to cover the
environment, the number of puff
pieces increased. The coverage of the
1988 Yellowstone fires is perhaps the
quintessential example. The national
news media, relying upon reports filed by
reporters in the field, imm ediately
jumped to two conclusions: the entire
park was burning, and the “ let it burn”
policy was responsible. Both conclusions
were wrong. Much of the park was rela
tively untouched by fire, and other areas
suffered only low intensity burns.
UM School of Forestry professerr
Ronald Wakimoto says many reporters
simply misread the maps provided by
land managers and assumed that all
affected areas were either burned or still
burning. And, according to Conrad
Smith of Ohio State University’s School
of Journalism, most major news organi
zations never bothered to understand or
to explain how the “ prescribed natural
fire policy” was administered. “ The
New York Times and the three television
networks said authorities were allowing
Yellowstone-area fires to burn more than
a month after they had been declared
wildfires and were subject to suppres
sion. These mistakes were never correct
ed,” Smith argues.
When the Bush Administration began
enforcing the Endangered Species Act
after a decade of unregulated clear cut
ting in the Pacific Northwest — effective
ly freezing timber operations — extrac
tive industries across the West began
looking for recourse. They found it in
Wise Use. Not a unified movement with
any one central control or mission state
ment, Wise Use covers a gamut of special
interests, from the property rights of
homeowners living in and around
national parks to the resource interests
of multi-million dollar extractive indus
tries.
One leader of the Wise Use movement
— a title he has given himself — is Ron
Arnold, a former member of the Sierra
Club. Arnold, along with Alan Gottlieb,
a gun advocate and Wise Use supporter,

created a specific “ Wise Use Agenda”
which details some of the movement’s
goals. The agenda includes such extreme
measures as the exemption of certain
“ non-adaptive” species from protection
under the Endangered Species Act, and
the extraction of petroleum in Alaska’s
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
Few Wise Use groups, however, agree
with all the points of the agenda. Most
groups have special interests in certain
areas. Montanans For Common Sense
Water Laws only exist to push for a cer
tain policy. They fall under the Wise Use
umbrella only because, as Arnold told
Helvarg, the term “taps a psychological
need for symbolic ambiguity.”
At any given time in Montana and
Idaho, a number of groups can be classi
fied as Wise Use. They include: Western
Environm ental Trade A ssociation,
Montanans for Private Property Rights,
the various chapters of Montanans for
Multiple Use and ROOTS. The latter
refers to itself as a conservation group,
although it actively lobbies for timber
interests and represents loggers, union
workers and the timber industry. Dan
Johnson vehemently denies that ROOTS
is a Wise Use group. Perhaps the term
Wise Use has picked up negative associa
tions from the far right, much as the
term “conservationist” lost favor after it
was associated with the far left.

W
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common is a knowledge of the
media’s importance in achiev
ing their goals. The strength of the Wise
Use movement is not in membership rolls
but in its ability to create a perception of
power. Arnold and colleagues have
learned a lesson from their enviro oppo
nents. Relying heavily upon exaggera
tion, Arnold throws out what Helvarg
describes as “ little prepackaged sound
bites as if chumming for media sharks.”
But Arnold’s colleagues are also adept
at sounding the alarm. Here are some
examples of Wise Use rhetoric: “ The
Nature Conservancy is a capitalist insti
tution designed to promote socialism,”
says G rant Gerber. “ Although your
water is perfectly safe, 1-122 require
ments are so extreme that everyday
drinking water would violate its laws,”
says M ontanan’s for Common Sense
Water Laws literature.
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When sound bites don’t work, Wise
Use leaders resort to guerrilla tactics.
In 1991, under the leadership of Chuck
Cushman, a mercenary-style organizer
who flies into trouble spots and sets up
Wise Use groups, a group opposed to
the government’s Greater Yellowstone
Vision Plan mailed off 20,000 letters
with detailed disinformation regarding
the plan. Each letter contained a card
requesting a copy of the government’s
plan. The scheme worked. Cushman’s
version of the plan flooded the commu
nity while the government’s version
was caught in a logjam. When angry
citizens arrived at the Plan meetings,
Cushman handed out yellow ribbons to
everyone at the door. The media
assum ed there was overwhelm ing
opposition to the plan. Sensing defeat,
the government eventually withdrew
the plan.

B
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Colum bia
Journ alism
Review,
“Journalists were faddish and unthink
ing in their coverage of some stories.
Now there is a faddish, unthinking
knee-jerk reaction in the other direc
tion. The truth is in neither extreme.”
Environmental reporters, especially
in the West, are feeling the effects of
the contrarian shift. Bruce Selcraig, in a
Sierra article titled “Print no evil,” lists
several examples of reporters stifled
from chasing environmental stories:
“ From Palm Beach to Portland, editors
are rethinking and redesigning newspa
pers. That’s fine as long as it’s not at
the expense of reporting that holds
powerful interests accountable.
“ (Kathy) Durbin’s departure (From
the Oregonian) comes after those of
reporters such as Richard Manning of
the M issoulian [in 1990], ... Steve
Steubner of the Idaho-Statesman in
Boise, and at least a dozen others in the
West who were reassigned or simply
made so m iserable they left. ...
‘Virtually every veteran environmental
writer I know,” says Jim Detjen, a
Philadelphia Inquirer reporter and
president of the Society of

manipulation, the propaganda
and spin control of the Wise Use
movement may no longer be needed.
Mainstream news organizations are
increasingly seeking contrarian spins
on environmental stories.
Keith Schneider, formerly of The
New York Times, was one of the first
to question the environmental agenda.
After years of covering the beat from
the en viron m en talist’s view point,
Schneider began questioning environ
mental assertions. In one story about
the dangers of dioxin, Schneider wrote
that exposure to dioxin “ is now con
sidered by some experts to be no more
risky than spending a week sun 
bathing.” But “ Schneider’s conclusions
about dioxin’s risks have a major flaw:
they’re wrong,” Vicki Monks wrote in
an American Journalism Review arti
cle. Schneider claimed his information
came from Vernon H ouk of the
Centers for Disease Control. Houk,
however, did not, and claimed he had
been misrepresented.
M ajor m agazines like The
Economist and The New Yorker have
also joined the trend. Many of their
stories — like some of the environmen
tal pieces of the late 80s and early 90s
— rely upon information provided by
questionable sources and tend to sim
plify issues. As Timothy Noah of The
Wall Street Journ al explains in the
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

Environmental Journalists, ‘has been
threatened with the loss of his or her
job at one time or another.’”
Although the Sierra article implies
that the rep orters were removed
because they refused to stop tackling
tough environm ental stories that
threatened local industries, that conclu
sion might not be entirely accurate. A
few of the reporters may have crossed
the line to advocacy and therefore were
pressured to leave. And some may
have been forced out because environ
mental stories have lost popularity
among the nation’s editors.
As always, the future of environ
mental journalism rests in balanced,
knowledgeable reporting. Reporters
will always have their own reasons for
writing environmental stories. Many
are, and will remain, closet environ
mentalists. Balanced stories eventually
reach more people than advocacy
pieces — which ultimately only preach
to the choir. In a news story, the truth
is usually found somewhere in the mid
dle between extreme left and extreme
right. Environmental reporters need to
spend more time there.
m jr

Whether you are a source, a subject or a
consumer of news, what is most important
is that news coverage is accurate.
We pledge our continued efforts to helping
reporters get accurate information.
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Breathing life into KU FM -TV
Western Montana-based public television overcame
debates over federal funding, tribal sovereignty
B y W il l ia m M a r c u s

S

EVEN YEARS AGO, WHEN THE DRIVE TO BRING PUBLIC TELEVISION

to The University of Montana got underway, “ Barney
and Friends” w as still on the draw ing board, Robert

KUFM is an honorable
name. For 32 years, KUFM
Radio has been an essential
H o u r” desk and Alistair C ooke w as host o f “ M asterpiece
service to listeners in west
ern and central Montana.
While KUFM radio has had
Theatre.” By the time KUFM-TV signed smooth growth since Phil Hess placed it
on the air this past January, “ Barney” had on the air in 1965, the television station
become a mesmerizing hero to millions of struggled up a lengthy, convoluted path to
young children, Robert MacNeil was writ sign-on.
ing novels full-time and Russell Baker was
Some of the tw ists and turns that
doing his best to explain British wit and slowed the progress of KUFM-TV are
idioms as the new host of the venerable national in scope, such as the debate over
BBC im port, now called “ M OBIL congressional funding of the Corporation
Masterpiece Theatre."
for Public Broadcasting.

M acN eil w as only dream ing o f retiring from the “ N ew s

William W. M arcus

is Director of the
Broadcast Media Center
at The University of
Montana

William Marcus sees KUFM-TV as a testing ground of the future of public broadcasting
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/mjr/vol1/iss26/1
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ed negotiations between the three sta
(406) 632-5633
tions and KUFM-TV failed to resolve
the impasse, the Regents voted to scale
back UM’s effort, limiting the KUFMTV signal to the Missoula and northern
Bitterroot valleys.
While this dram a played out in
Supports the
Y I "1he B oard of R egents authorized Montana, a larger threat was emerging
a unified approach to public tele- in Congress. The Republican majority,
J L vision in Montana in 1990, ask elected in 1994, targeted CPB for elimi
ing the two universities to combine nation, calling it a bastion of liberal
their resources and expertise to develop politics and a waste of tax p ay e rs’
a state-wide public television service. money. But public television and radio
Montana State University had placed stations organized a response and gen
KUSM-TV on the air in 1985. The sta erated thousands of letters and calls to
tion reaches most of the state’s popula Washington. Several senators and rep
tion east of the continental divide via resentatives admitted that they were
cable. Western Montana was mostly stunned by the response. They’d
expected public broadcasting to sink
unserved by a Montana-based service.
The Regents authorized university without a ripple.
What surfaced was a plan to carry
personnel to draw up a funding request
for the 1991 legislature. The resulting CPB into the next century albeit with a
bill died in committee but the dollars dramatically reduced level of funding.
requested were returned in last-minute The plan calls for the establishment of a Creative Printing
public trust to fund the system at the P.O. Box 307
budget negotiations.
The University of Montana used the end of current allocation in 2000.
111 South Central
Public broadcasting was forced to H arlo w to n , M T 59036
money, in part, to match a $1.6 million
federal grant awarded in 1992 to build reconsider its role and mission. Some F A X (406)632-5644
a transmitter in Missoula and a station stations are pushing for a more liberal
interconnect between KUSM-TV in policy toward underwriting and recog
Bozeman and KUFM-TV in Missoula. nizing corporate sponsorship. Mobil’s R emember when . . .
The KUFM-TV coverage area was pre brand on the “ Masterpiece Theatre”
dicted to cover western Montana from logo is one of the results of this new
thinking. Others fear that such com
Poison to Darby.
The broad scope of the plan brought mercialism will destroy the fundamen
objections from three low-power televi tal tenets of PBS and NPR.
Though the long-term viability of
sion stations in western Montana that
were providing public television service public broadcasting in the US has been
to areas of the Flathead, Bitterroot and weakened, KUFM-TV has established a
Lower Clark Fork valleys. SKC-TV, strong partnership with its sister station
BVTV, and Plains Public TV feared the KUSM-TV.
The Missoula station has been iden
new service would overwhelm their
efforts and draw away their small but tified as the Montana Public Television
network production center for news
supportive audience.
Low-power television organizers and public affairs programming. This
made repeated dem ands that the mission is a natural extension of UM’s
KUFM-TV project be scaled back. One strength in journalism and radio-televi
of the statio n s, licensed to Salish sion education. After all, m ost of
Kootenai College in Pablo, insisted that KUFM-TV’s staff are graduates of the
their tribal sovereignty and cultural R-TV program. The station hopes to . . . your stories came back covered with
identify was threatened by KUFM-TV. attract the participation of faculty in a red ink? You knew then that you were a
They reasoned that SKC-TV was a cul broad variety of disciplines in addition journalism student, didn’t you? Capture
that special time with this new T-shirt.
tural bridge across the racial divide of to the School of Journalism.
Front features logo; back features
There’s no reason why M ontana
the reservation and KUFM-TV would
cartoon. Shirts are white with black and
Public Television can’t be the proving red design, all cotton, pre-shrunk, avail
destroy the station’s effectiveness.
The group organized a protest at a ground for the next Robert MacNeil or able in large and extra-large. To order,
Montana Board of Regents meeting in for an adorable character who’ll rival send a check for $12 for each shirt to
January, 1995, and won a moratorium the influence of that big purple MJR, Montana School of Journalism,
Missoula, MT 59812.
mjr
on KUFM-TV’s progress. When repeat dinosaur.
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015
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CPB is the federally funded corpora
tion that administers public radio and
television in the United States. There
have also been local issues of service
duplication, tribal sovereignty, and
Board of Regent policies and directives.
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(MIRACLE, continued from p. 46)

The New York Times' journalists on
average interviewed more people per
story than either The Times' or The
Star’s reporters, and made a more con
certed effort than the other two papers
to gather the views of ordinary citizens.
Steve Weisman, deputy foreign editor
for The New York Times at the time of
the elections, said, “ It was a very emo
tional story and every reporter poured
his and her heart into it.”
Like the other papers, however, The
New York Times interviewed far more
men than women, even when talking to
civilians where they had the opportuni
ty to interview more women.
n l ik e T h e N e w Y o r k T i mes
and The Times which were
reporting the events unfolding
in South Africa in a more detached
manner and for foreign audiences, the
editorial staff at The Star felt integrally
caught up in the birth of democracy in
South Africa.
The paper’s editors and reporters
found it impossible for The Star to be

U

coldly objective, and formulated a
While The Star had the advantage of
series of policies which deliberately being based in South A frica, its
tried to help the “ miracle” of South reporters were not as productive as
Africa’s transition from apartheid come either The New York Times' or The
to pass. This meant that they continu Tim es’ correspondents, writing on
ously emphasized the positive aspects average far fewer words.
of society and events and downplayed
But where The Star did shine was in
issues such as political violence and providing readers with the logistical
racism which they perceived to be details of the election.
threatening to democracy.
The paper was also in the position
The Star’s standards of professional to run a headline on Wednesday, April
ism were inferior compared to The 27, 1994 on page one:
New York Tim es'. The p ap er’s
reporters interviewed on average half
Vote, the Beloved Country
the people per story that The New
York Times' reporters interviewed.
This was an ironic play on a classic
Reporters frequently failed to identify South African novel by Alan Paton
sources. Stories were kept short and which highlighted the poverty and pain
very, very few in-depth or investigative caused by racism , called “ Cry, the
pieces were published.
Beloved Country.” And under this
Unlike The Times and even more so headline, The Star published a more
The New York Times, The Star did4not poignant testimony to South Africa’s
appear to have a comprehensive plan “miracle” than ever published by a for
for covering the election on a national eign newspaper:
scale. It saw itself as a metropolitan
“ Apartheid dies today. Millions of
paper that prioritized focusing on its South Africans of all races go together
readership area over portraying a bal to the polls for the first time in the
anced account of what was happening country’s history, to elect a government
across the country.
of national unity.”
m jr
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THE
ONLY JUDGES
WE WERE TRYING
TO IMPRESS WERE
OUR READERS
The Spokesman-Review has long been

“Cravens Fired After ‘So-So’ Stint”. They also

recognized as the Inland Northwest’s most

awarded Julie Titone with first place in Educa

respected information source. Our readers have

tion: “Children the Captive Audience”. Another

come to depend on us for not only hard facts on

prestigious award given by the Society of Profes

hard issues, but an indepen
dent, balanced viewpoint as
well. Along the way, we’ve won

sional Journalists Pacific

GOOD PAPER

more than just the trust o f our readers.

Northwest Excellence in
Journalism was aw are d

first place in Comprehensive Coverage to Julie

Recently The Spokesman-Review was named

Sullivan for “Romania Package”. These are just

one of 22 Best Designed Newspapers in the World

a few o f the awards the Spokesman-Review was

by the Society o f Newspaper Design. The
Associated Press Sports Editors named the

honored to receive.
At the Spokesman-Review, our commitment

Spokesman-Reviews Sports Section as one o f

doesn’t stop at providing complete coveragefor our

the top 20 fo r both daily and Sunday in

readers. We remain devoted to the needs of the area

Circulation 50,000 to 175,000. In addition,

and a changing world. You be thejudge.

the Idaho Press Club presented Jim Meehan
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a first place award for Sports News Coverage:
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